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Abstract

Route guidance systems incorporating Augmented Reality (AR) enhance the user’s view
with computer-generated navigation hints. For example, the road is virtually “colored” to
illustrate the itinerary. Though they might be more distant than real objects, augmented
overlays are usually superimposed on top of the scene and not occluded by real objects.
This may lead to an incorrect depth perception of the virtual information. Rendering
natural-looking occlusion requires knowledge about the 3D structure of the scene. In the
automotive context, the 3D structure of the environment is typically unknown. Structure
from motion (SfM) strategies allow to infer the scene depth dynamically based on imagery
of a moving camera. One SfM method that has been successfully used for autonomous
robot navigation is optical flow, which is based on the apparent inter-frame movement of
pixel intensities.
This thesis investigates the use of optical flow for occlusion visualization for AR applications
in an automotive context. A proof-of-concept implementation that realizes depth-from-flow
derivation and occlusion rendering is presented. The optical flow field is computed from
an image stream of a front-facing camera. To sufficiently preserve object delimiters the dual
optical flow approach of Proesmans et al. [90] is used. A consistency-weighted penalizer
prohibits oversmoothing at object boundaries during the optical flow estimation process.
The relative depth of the scene can be obtained from the computed optical flow magnitude.
In addition, the odometry readings of the vehicle allow to transfer the relative depth to
metric scale and thus enables proper occlusion of virtual objects.
This work further evaluates the suitability of the recovered depth information for occlusion
rendering on both real and synthetic data. Parameterization aspects are addressed with
particular regard to automotive use cases. The precision of the intermediate results, namely
the estimated optical flow and scene depth is evaluated quantitatively on a basis of ground
truth data. Furthermore the augmentation presented to the user is discussed on a qualitative
basis. At last possible directions for future research on a basis of the presented approach
are outlined.
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Zusammenfassung

Augmented Reality (AR) gestützte Navigationssysteme erweitern die Sicht des Benutzers
durch computergenerierte Hinweise. Zum Beispiel kann die Straße virtuell eingefärbt“werden,
”
um einen Routenvorschlag anzuzeigen. Solche Erweiterungen der Realität werden in der
Regel zuoberst eingeblendet und überlagern daher reale Objekte, auch wenn sie im dreidimensionalen Raum weiter entfernt sind als diese. Eine korrekte Verdeckung zwischen
realer und digitaler Szene findet nicht statt. Dies kann beim Nutzer zu einer falschen
Tiefenwahrnehmung der virtuellen Informationen führen.
Die Darstellung natürlich wirkender Verdeckung erfordert Wissen über die Dreidimensionalität der Umgebung. Im automobilen Kontext ist die 3D-Struktur der Umwelt in
der Regel unbekannt. Structure-from-Motion1 (SfM) Strategien ermöglichen es, Tiefendaten
dynamisch aus Bildsequenzen einer bewegten Kamera zu ermitteln. Eines dieser Verfahren,
der so genannte Optische Fluss (englisch: optical flow) wird seit Langem erfolgreich für die
Navigation autonomer Roboter verwendet.
Diese Arbeit untersucht die Verwendung des optischen Flusses zur Verdeckungsdarstellung auf Augmented Reality Anzeigen im Fahrzeug. Dazu wurde eine prototypische
Implementierung entwickelt, die die Bildtiefe aus dem optischen Fluss herleitet um die
Darstellung korrekter Verdeckung zu ermöglichen. Das Vektorfeld des optischen Flusses
wird basierend auf den Aufnahmen einer in Fahrtrichtung gerichteten Kamera berechnet.
Um die Umrisse von Objekten in ausreichender Qualität zu erhalten wurde der duale
Ansatz von Proesmans et al. [90] zur Berechnung des optischen Flusses verwendet. Der
Einsatz eines in Abhängigkeit von der Konsistenz gewichteten Regularisierungsterms vehindert eine zu starke Glättung an Objektgrenzen. Die relative Bildtiefe kann aus dem
Betrag der berechneten Flussvektoren abgeleitet werden. Mittels der Odomentrie des
Fahrzeugs kann die relative Tiefe in metrische Skalierung überführt werden, was die eine
korrekte Berechnung der Verdeckung zwischen virtuellen und realen Objekten ermöglicht.
Diese Arbeit untersucht die Eignung der aus dem optischen Fluss gewonnenen Tiefenkarte
für die Verdeckungsdarstellung. Eine technische Evaluierung auf Basis synthetischer und
realer Videosequenzen wurde durchgeführt. Aspekte der Parametrierung wurden insbesondere mit Hinblick auf den Einsatz im automobilen Anwendungsfall betrachtet. Die
Genauigkeit der Zwischenergebnisse, des optischen Flussfeldes und der Tiefenkarte wurde
quantitativ mittels ground truth Daten ausgewertet. Darüber hinaus wird das dem Nutzer
angezeigte Endergebnis auf qualitativer Ebene bewertet. Abschließend werden mögliche
Ansatzpunkte weiterführender, auf dem vorgestellten Ansatz aufbauender, Forschung
skizziert.
1

Zu deutsch: Struktur aus Bewegung“.
”
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PREFACE

“Optical flow is the distribution of apparent velocities of movement of brightness patterns in an
image” [51] (Image: approaching subway, courtesy of S. Kiener)

About this Work
This thesis was written as Master’s Thesis at the Technische Universität München at the Chair for
Computer Aided Medical Procedures and Augmented Reality in cooperation with metaio GmbH.
This work has been embedded in a joint BMBF research project, namely “Energieeffizientes
Fahren 2014 Phase 2” (EFA2014/2) involving researchers from the areas of computer science
and human-computer interaction as well as from the automotive industry.
EFA2014/2 aims to reduce the energy consumption of all-electric vehicles by developing
innovative solutions for energy-efficient driving. Besides creating more efficient hardware,
one major approach is to anticipate driving situations that cause higher energy requirements or an excess of energy. The design of intelligent route guidance systems that provide
the driver with direct and unequivocal access to navigational information is part of these
efforts.
The objective of my work is to improve the realism and interpretability of Augmented
Reality Navigation Systems by adding correct mutual occlusion between digital overlays
and the environment. This shall be achieved by taking a biologically inspired approach,
namely optical flow, to infer the structure of an unknown road environment.
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Structure of the Thesis
This document covers various theoretical and practical aspects of the work done within the
scope of this thesis. In the following I would like to highlight which chapters might be of
interest for which audience.
General Readers might not be familiar with Augmented Reality and Augmented Reality
Navigation Systems. Chapter 1 and 2 provide a brief introduction to the topic and provide
an overview of currently existing automotive applications. They further highlight the
need for occlusion handling and outlines relevant prior work. The results obtained from
the developed prototype are illustrated in Chapter 5. Chapter 7 provides summary and
conclusion.
Augmented Reality and Computer Vision Researchers can start with Chapter 3, that
introduces to optical flow estimation and covers relevant related work. Chapter 4 describes
a proof-of-concept procedure for depth-from-flow derivation, which is further compared to
other state-of-the-art methods and comprehensively evaluated regarding AR suitability in
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 and 7 provide ideas for future research and a conclusion.
Future Developers at metaio might refer to Chapter 3 for an introduction to the broad
topic of optical flow estimation and to get an overview of prior work conducted in this area.
Moreover Chapter 4 provides insights into the functionality and implementation of the
presented prototype and Chapter 6 highlights starting points for future improvements of
the algorithm.

Notes on the Visual Representation of Optical Flow
The development of an optical flow method often includes stages where a first visual
evaluation of the result is desirable. Therefore a fixed mapping of vector length and
direction to a certain color as shown in Figure 0.2 has become a standard choice. Color
coding allows to quickly asses if the estimated flow field approximates the intuitively
expected pixel displacement.

(a) First input frame

(b) Second input frame

(c) Resuling flow visualization

Figure 0.1.: Two frames of a synthetic test sequence (left, center). The inter-frame motion
results in an optical flow field whose color coding is displayed to the right.

xii

Figure 0.2: Optical flow color coding.
The inter-frame motion of
each pixel results in one optical flow vector (u, v). Its
direction is indicated by the
hue. The saturation denotes
its magnitude.
The color coding scheme used for the plots comprised by this piece of work has been
introduced by the Heidelberg Collaboratory for Image Processing and is described in detail
in [97]. Please also note that the figures comprised by this thesis are consequently best
viewed in color.
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CHAPTER

ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation
Conventional route guidance systems use metaphoric abstractions to depict navigational
data. Abstract visualizations such as a bird’s eye view of a geographical map incorporating
the vehicle’s current position, heading and a visualization of the itinerary demand the
user’s ability to abstract and information might be displayed ambiguously [81]. These
concepts oblige the users to ”translate” the digital information to their real world.
A major strength of Augmented Reality (AR) is its ability to provide intuitive access to
spatial information. Spatial relationships between real and virtual can be inferred in a
natural way as digital overlays and real objects are coexisting in the same three-dimensional
information space [8]. Augmented Reality Navigation Systems take advantage of this fact
and display navigation hints seamlessly embedded into the driving environment which
allows the user to easily link-up the provided navigational hints with the road environment [82].
Nevertheless, Augmented Reality Navigation Systems also suffer from their own specific
weaknesses. Likewise most AR systems, AR navigation systems usually superimpose digital overlays on top of the real scene which causes them to be not correctly occluded by real
objects. As a consequence, the missing occlusion of virtual objects may confuse the human
observer as it severely influences the depth perception of the virtual information. Figure 1.1
shows two versions of an augmented navigational hint that depicts this effect. While
the occluded overlay to the right allows to correctly identify the curve, the non-occluded
itinerary seems to float in front of the building. For non-automotive use-cases occlusion
handling strategies have been successfully developed in order to solve this dilemma. Visual
occlusion is realized based on the 3D structure of the real scene that has to be known before
or inferred during runtime. Real and virtual scenes then are seamlessly blended depending
on their depth relation.
Strategies that rely on a previously known model of the environment are not applicable
for automotive scenarios. Although services such as Google Earth1 provide more and more
comprehensive databases containing precise 3D data of urban environments, the comprised
data cannot keep up with the rapid change in urban street environments.
1

http://earth.google.com
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(a) No Occlusion

(b) With Occlusion

Figure 1.1.: Augmented Reality Navigation System with overlayed navigational hint. Figure 1.1a (left) shows the superimposed augmentation without occlusion handling, whereas Figure 1.1b shows the same augmentation but with visually
correct occluded. (Image adapted from [22])

Parking vehicles, construction works or seasonal vegetation change expeditiously and affect
the appearance of road environments to a great extent. Hence, dynamic strategies that
infer occlusion geometries on-the-fly during runtime are the favored option to resolve the
occlusion problem for Augmented Reality enabled route guidance systems.
Occlusion handling methods based on stereo vision succeed in recovering unknown three
dimensional environments that can be used for occlusion estimation but are also disadvantageous regarding costs, size and power consumption. An appealing alternative to
expensive stereo vision systems is the use of optical flow, which is a structure from motion
(SfM) method that allows to infer relative scene depth from time varying imagery of a
monocular camera. This thesis presents a prototypical implementation of such an optical
flow based algorithm that generates a dense occlusion model online.

1.2. Objectives
This thesis investigates if and to which extend optical flow techniques are eligible to realize
occlusion handling for automotive Augmented Reality use-cases. The aim is to provide
a proof-of-concept implementation and to evaluate the result with particular regard to
AR-specific requirements. Subsequently the setup of the use-case is described in detail and
its specific requirements are pointed out.

1.2.1. Scenario
The use-case is set in a typical automotive environment that is not known previously, i.e. it
has an unknown 3D structure. The display of correctly occluded overlays is of particular
importance in urban environments, where crossings and curves are close to each other and
complex structures such as architecture, vegetation and smaller infrastructures such as
advertising pillars or parking trucks are present. Thus this thesis focusses on urban road

2
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environments. Nevertheless the presented approach is also applicable for less complex
scenarios involving rides on motorways or country lanes. The vehicle is moving through
typical urban road environments at a moderate speed2 . It is equipped with a front-facing
(monocular) camera mounted in the travelling direction of the car. The cameras field of
view covers the road environment within the driver’s line of sight. The camera coordinate
system, whose origin is at the camera’s optical center is aligned with the car’s coordinate
system. The required knowledge about the vehicle’s translational motion can be accessed
via a standardized interface (ODB2, ISO9141 [53]). For the scope of this thesis it is assumed
that the travelling direction of the vehicle is brought into line with the cameras principal
axis, which is referred to as the Z-axis. For an actual in-car system the camera’s offset from
the origin of the car’s coordinate system would have to be obtained from calibration before
runtime. A car’s characteristical motion model includes six degrees of freedom (DOF),
namely translation in three dimensions as well as rotation about three axes. However, the
prevalent translational motion is typically along the positive Z-axis. For the scope of this
thesis, simplified properties are assumed for motion present the road environment. For the
prototype the scene is assumed to be static and motion other than the ego-motion of the
vehicle is not treated.
An occlusion model is generated based on a live stream of camera images and used to show
an accordingly occluded augmentation on an in-vehicle navigation display. The display
can either be video see-through in the form of a rigidly mounted mobile device (tablet) or
optical see-through as head-up display. Figures 1.2a and 1.2b illustrate these possibilities.

(a) Head-up display (HuD)

(b) Tablet mounted to the center console.

Figure 1.2.: Possible use-case with two different display variants. On the left hand side
(Figure 1.2a) the augmentation is displayed directly on the windshield using
optical see-through technology. An alternative is the use of video see-through
as displayed the right (Figure 1.2b).

Semantic positioning of navigation hints can be realized using location-based hybrid tracking systems involving GPS and sensor input (see: [82]). Although the system is aiming for
an automotive use case, the developed approach is evaluated in a desktop environment in
a first step. For the evaluation of the prototype within the test environment the positional
integration of the overlay into the real environment has been simulated and synthetic poses
2

The general speed limit in Germany within built-up areas is about 30 to 50 km/h.
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have been used. Table 1.1 depicts the major aspects where characteristics of the real-world
scenario are approximated by the prototype.

use-case scenario

prototype

image acquisition

live video stream

recorded real sequences and
synthetic sequences

motion measurement

live odometric readings

logged odometric data

display technology

optical see-through or video
see-through

video see-through

overlay positioning

location-based/hybrid
tracking

simulated

Table 1.1.: Key differences between the prototype and the actual automotive use-case.

1.2.2. Requirements
This work investigates an optical-flow based approach, which makes use of the vehicles
odometry readings to derive an absolute depth map of the environment from the optical
flow field.
1. Real-time Occlusion Handling One important characteristic of Augmented Reality is
that it is per definition accessible in real-time [8]. Therefore the developed procedure
for occlusion handling has to be close to real-time. For the scope of this thesis real-time
is defined according to [105] as a minimum of 15 frames per second (fps).
2. Quality of the Occlusion The occlusion should appear plausible to the human eye.
Object delimiters shall be clear-cut and precise.
3. Metric Depth Location-based positioning and realistic scaling of points of interest or
navigation hints should be possible. To allow for appropriate occlusion between real
and virtual objects the derived scene depth has to match the depth units of the virtual
overlays, i.e. it has to be of metric scale.
4. Facilitate Future Improvements This thesis shall provide a first proof-of-concept
that optical flow-based occlusion handling is generally applicable for AR. Adequate
starting points shall be provided to enable future work based on the presented initial
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prototype. Particular attention is paid regarding AR-specific parameterization. A comparison of current state-of-the-art algorithms shall provide further starting points for
future work.
5. Eligibility for Mobile Devices One further requirement for the prototype is the
eligibility and transferability of the developed procedure to mobile devices. In a
consequence CPU based implementations are favored over GPU based implementations to enable rapid integration to other platforms such as e.g. an iPad or other
tablet devices. Likewise the use of a procedure depending on monocular imagery is
motivated.
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CHAPTER

TWO
AUGMENTED REALITY

This chapter introduces Augmented Reality and its automotive applications. The crux of the
occlusion of virtual by real objects which has been addressed at the beginning is reviewed
and put on a broader theoretical basis. Strategies for occlusion handling and visualization
are introduced based on related work.

2.1. Definition and Basic Technologies
Augmented Reality (AR) describes a class of display techniques, which is also an interaction
paradigm at the same time [121]. Augmented Reality enhances the user’s view of the environment by virtual, computer-generated information. These techniques allow to expand
the perceived reality with context-relevant data. [8] defines Augmented Reality as (1) a
combination of real and virtual elements, which are (2) interactively accessible in real-time
and (3) registered in 3D. Milgrams “Reality-Virtuality Continuum” (cf. Figure 2.1) [76]
describes the range of transition from reality to the virtual world. The different stages
of “Mixed Reality” are characterized by their degree of virtuality. “Augmented Reality”
expands the real environment by embedding detached virtual objects. Purely virtual objects
are embedded into a real scene and appear to coexist in the same space with real scene
objects. In contrast, with increasing proximity to the “Virtual Reality” the number of elements that come from the real world are replaced by a predominantly virtual environment.
Scenarios which are mostly virtual and in which only single objects extracted from reality
are comprised are called “Augmented Virtuality”.

Figure 2.1.: The Reality-Virtuality Continuum shows the graduation of “Mixed Reality” according to Milgram et al. [76].
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These definitions limit Augmented Reality neither to specific display technologies nor to a
particular communication channel [7, 8]. Nevertheless this work focusses on visual AR.
Visual Augmented Reality usually involves a tracking component and a visualization
medium (display). The display serves as a direct interface between the user’s real environment and the embedded virtual data. Two classes of display methods can be distinguished.
Video see-through displays use video imagery captured by the device and combine it with
3D graphical overlays. The joint result is then displayed to the user. In contrast, optical
see-through shows digital overlays on a semi-transparent medium. Thus, the direct view
of the environment thus maintained the overlay is visually combined in the users sight.
Typical examples for optical see-through displays are head-mounted displays such as
glasses equipped with small display optics and head-up displays. An example for an
head-up display in an automotive scenario is a translucent display embedded in the car’s
windshield. The term tracking refers to the determination of the augmentations spatial
properties, namely pose and orientation, in relation to the real environment. Tracking
realizes 3D registration. In the past years a wide variety of visual and non-visual tracking
technologies for different use-cases has been developed. Visual tracking determines pose
and orientation of the embedded virtual objects based on a live stream of camera images.
Some methods utilize artificial landmarks, so-called markers, whereas other methods use
marker-less techniques such as the mapping of sparse feature points. Non-Visual tracking
technologies often involve measuring elements, such as GPS or inertial sensors [73, 108].

2.2. Occlusions in Augmented Reality
One of the major perceptual issues in Augmented Reality is the occlusion of virtual and
non-virtual objects [59, 131]. Augmented overlays are usually superimposed on top of the
scene. This may lead to an incorrect separation of foreground and background: though
a virtual object is more distant than a real object, it appears in the front instead of being
rendered behind the real object and it is consequently not visually blocked (occluded).
Figure 2.2 illustrates this. Correct mutual occlusion of virtual and synthetic objects is
vital for the perceptibility of the actual depth relationships and the visual realism of the
augmentation, which makes routines for occlusion handling necessary [39, 108]. This section
covers how occlusion between real and virtual objects can be realized for Augmented
Reality scenarios. In particular so-called dynamic occlusion handling strategies that infer
the three-dimensional structure of the scene dynamically during runtime are covered.

2.2.1. Occlusion Handling
In a typical AR-scenario real imagery is augmented with multiple virtual overlays. For
this case different types of occlusion can occur as listed in Table 2.1. Mutual occlusion
between real objects is automatically generated and per se correct due to optical occlusion. Augmented overlays that shall serve as occluders are also automatically rendered in
front of the video background. Depth relationships between virtual objects are treated by
depth-testing routines during the rendering pipeline. The correct representation of mutual
occlusion between real and virtual objects requires occlusion handling. Occlusion handling
is challenging as the geometrical structure and position of the real objects in the camera
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(a) Without Occlusion Handling

(b) With Occlusion Handling

Figure 2.2.: Missing occlusion of virtual objects may lead to an incorrect depth perception
of the virtual information. Though the dwarf’s pose is identical for both images
only the occluded overlay (right) allows to infer the correct depth relation
between augmentation and video background. (Courtesy of S. Lieberknecht)

image has to be known [39].
According to [39], two classes of occlusion handling can be distinguished:
1. Static occlusion handling: the 3D structure of the real environment is known before
runtime. A 3D representation of the scene is acquired and modelled offline and then
correctly aligned with the virtual scene during tracking.
2. Dynamic occlusion handling: the 3D structure of the real environment is a priori
unknown and has to be educed from processed scene data during execution time.
Techniques which perform an on-the-flow acquisition of a scene model are covered in
the section (4.4).
Both static and dynamic occlusion handling require knowledge about the structure of the
scene, which can either be depth-based or model-based. Depth-based approaches utilize a
depth map of the scene to generate occlusion. For each rendering cycle the depth map is
written directly to the Z-buffer of the graphics hardware. The depth of the virtual overlay is
compared to the values already stored at the according position and the overlay is accordingly occluded or disoccluded respectively [24, 131]. In the second case 3D representations
of the objects comprised by the scene, that are often called phantoms, are used. Those hidden
mock-ups of the real objects are registered to their real-world counterparts and subsequently
rendered depending on the used display system [24, 41].
A practical implementation of depth-based occlusion rendering routine for Open GL, that
can easily be adopted for model-based occluders, is presented in Chapter 4.5.2.
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Occluder
Real Objects

Virtual Objects

Real Objects

Optical Occlusion

Virtual Overlays

Virtual Objects

Occlusion
Handling

Rendering
Routines

Occludee

Table 2.1.: Types of occlusion in an AR-scenario that comprises video images of a real
environment and virtual overlays. To resolve occlusion of virtual objects by real
objects occlusion handling is required [39].

2.2.2. 3D Reconstruction and Depth Modeling
As pointed out in Chapter 1.1 the targeted use-case requires dynamic occlusion handling
as the 3D structure of complex road environments is not known before runtime. In the
past several approaches have been presented that utilize 2.5D or 3D methods to realize
dynamic occlusion handling for AR use-cases. Some approaches realize occlusion handling
by silhouette-based object clipping [17, 60]. In an early work Berger et al. [17] presented
a contour-based approach, which extracts the 2D contours of occluding regions from the
captured sequence. The motion of these contours is tracked over time and foreground
objects are separated from the background accordingly. This approach does not depend on
3D reconstruction. Nevertheless, due to a high computational load, it is not applicable for
real-time continuous occlusion rendering [115]. Lepetit et al. [60] present a semi-automatic
approach, that semi-automatically computes the occlusion boundary from the object’s
silhouette that has to be selected by the user for singular key views. This approach involves
user interaction. In consequence it is not applicable for real-time automotive scenarios.
To meet real-time conditions, other strategies to infer knowledge about the 3D-structure
of the scene have been developed. One class of methods is based on the principle of
binocular disparity. Binocular camera systems provide an image pair for each frame. Stereo
vision approaches such as [93, 95, 114, 131] utilize the offset between those two frames
to infer metric scene depth. Stereo correspondence techniques, such as block matching
algorithms, are applied to each pair to compute dense disparity maps which serve as a
basis for occlusion estimation. Nevertheless, those disparity maps are often cluttered at low
textured regions or at object boundaries. As a consequence the depth quality obtained from
stereo disparity is often not sufficient for AR occlusion handling. To solve this problem the
use of additional processing methods, such as the graph cut algorithm [114], the absolute
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differences of images [95] and background subtraction [93] have been proposed to extract
correctly outlined object boundaries.
Other (monocular) approaches in some way utilize “disparity over time” and exploit the
motion of a single moving camera. Different viewpoints of the physical scene are fused to
extract coherent information about the scene structure. These algorithms, which generate
sparse feature-based environment models, are also commonly referred to as Monocular
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [36]. To realize occlusion visualization in
Augmented Reality scenarios, sparse maps are not sufficient and dense surface models or
occlusion geometries are required. Several approaches have enhanced the existing SLAM
approaches to meet these requirements. Ventura and Höllerer [115] use a single moving
camera to discover planes in a SLAM point map and determine the extent and textures
of the discovered planes by utilizing a multi-view strategy. The derived static model of
the environment is maintained after initialization and substitutes the basis for occlusion
handling in a partially dynamically changing environment. Newcombe et al. [85] infer a
smooth base mesh from a sparse point cloud. The base mesh is then subsequently warped
using view-predictive variational optical flow to generate a sub-pixel accurate depth map.
In a later work Newcombe et al. [86] present Dense Tracking and Mapping (DTAM), a dense
reconstruction method which explicitly does not rely on the extraction of feature points but
processes every pixel using the graphics processing unit (GPU). DTAM is closely related
to the optical flow estimation methods presented in Chapter 3.3.1. The depth estimate
for each pixel is obtained from the photometric error after image warping and a Huber
norm of the gradient which serves as regularization term. DTAM is able to create a dense
textured surface model and succeeds in estimating the camera pose. Nevertheless, the work
of Newcombe et al. has no explicit focus on occlusion and further does not yield metric
depth (see Chapter 1.2.2). Both procedures rely on extensive pixel operations and achieve
real-time capability using the GPU.
Several further approaches [49, 54, 56, 62] utilize Kinect-style depth cameras or RGB-D
imagery to reconstruct the 3D structure of the unknown physical environments. Unlike
traditional pure RGB cameras, RGB-D devices provide additional depth information for
each pixel and allow to infer correctly scaled metric depth. Nevertheless this point-wise
depth information is often porous and impaired by the presence of noise. Izadi et al. [54]
present Kinectfusion, a real-time approach that creates a coherent 3D model by fusing depth
data obtained from different viewports of the physical scene into one joint representation.
The approach by Izadi et al. is solely based on the depth information yielded by the Kinect
sensor. In contrast Lieberknecht et al. [62] create colored point clouds that are aligned using
the estimated motion path of the camera to create a dense textured scene reconstruction. A
similar method that succeeds in reconstructing large-scale indoor environments but is not
capable of real-time tracking has been presented by Henry et al. [49]. Kinect-style depth
sensors achieve compelling results within indoor or desktop-size environments. However,
the suitability of those sensors for outdoor applications is limited, as they have a limited
range, which is 0.5 to approximately 5 m and are prone to environmental preturbations
such as direct bright sunlight [68].
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2.2.3. Design of Occlusion Visualizations
The most obvious choice for the visualization of occlusions in AR scenarios is object clipping.
Occluded parts of virtual objects are visually blocked using the techniques described
above and thus remain invisible. Nevertheless, once the occlusion geometries are known,
Augmented Reality also enables further possibilities of occlusion visualization. Klein et
al. [58] present an approach that allow to generate smooth alpha-graduated occluding
edges between virtual and real objects. The presented approach achieves a higher level of
reality by assimilating the virtual occlusion boundaries to the real ones that are displayed
slightly blurred due to the camera optics. A further class of approaches utilizes illustrative
effects based on a x-ray metaphor. Augmented objects are rendered partially transparent, as
wireframe geometries or as cutaway views in front of real objects, which allows the observer
to “see through” the synthetic overlay [38]. Mendez and Schmalsteg [74] propose the use of
importance masks to partially reveal occluded real objects in Augmented Reality scenarios.
Nevertheless, the x-ray vision method only partially resolves the depth perception problem.
Some augmentations, such as wireframe models might suffer from the so-called Necker
Cube illusion: the delimiters of the cube’s faces cannot be clearly assigned to front or back,
respectively. This causes the geometric shape to be ambiguous [57]. Furthermore, occlusion
handling for Augmented Reality has been intensively evaluated within the context of
view management. View management aims to optimize information representation and
placement on the screen to keep relevant information visible and comprehensible [121].
Consequently occlusion handling within the context of view management often aims to
prevent objects from occluding each other: virtual annotations should neither overlap each
other nor occlude relevant real scene parts. This often involves a dynamic modification of
property parameters of the virtual overlays depending on the view port or distance of the
observer [16]. View management is user-centered and emphasizes the perceptual aspects
of occlusion whereas this thesis focuses on the technical premises for occlusion handling,
namely occlusion detection and depth modeling. Nevertheless, the presented work might
provide a technical basis for future evaluations regarding view management in the context
of AR navigation systems.

2.3. Augmented Reality Navigations Systems
Automotive Augmented Reality Applications have recently gained more and more importance. In particular the development of Head-up-displays (HUDs) embedded in the
windshield, which “[make] the car a big accessible and movable see-through display.” [82], has
directed the focus of attention towards automotive AR. So-called contact-analog HUDs
display digital information that is registered in 3D with the road. The overlayed augmentation is dynamically adapted to the drivers current viewpoint and position as described
by [89]. Tönnis et al. [109] conduct a comprehensive evaluation of AR-based metaphors
with particular regard to driving situations where imminent dangers occur outside of
the driver’s line of sight. The authors were able to show, that the AR-system is able to
outperform a bird’s eye view of a schematic map. Narzt et al. [82] introduce a concept of an
AR navigation system and proposed to visualize the itinerary by virtually “painting” the
suggested road in a translucent color as shown in Figure 2.3a.
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(a) Virtually “painted” itinerary [81].

(b) Virtually “painted” itinerary [81].

(c) Augmented route [125].

(d) Augmented car driving ahead [6].

Figure 2.3.: Augmented navigation hints. Mock-ups (top row) and current commercially
available products [6, 125].

The authors furthermore sketch a workflow for a positioning system based on orientation
data from gyrometer and compass, tracking data form GPS and odometric readings and
video input as well as route planning data that results in an augmented reality video output
on a head-up display.
Current commercially available route guidance systems such as [125] include the idea
proposed by [82] into mobile devices that are rigidly mounted to the windshield. Another
variant of an augmented route guidance is [6] which aims to facilitate navigation by augmenting a digital car driving ahead and showing the planned route. Neither scientific
research nor commercially available products have yet incorporated occlusion of virtual by
real. However the visualization ideas presented above have been used as a basis for the
qualitative evaluation presented in Chapter 5.3.
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CHAPTER

THREE
OPTICAL FLOW

This chapter covers optical flow and its estimation from image sequences. Before the
estimation of optical flow and its techniques are discussed in detail, the basic concepts
of perspective projection are introduced using the pinhole camera model. This chapter
further reviews the definition of optical flow and highlights its difference from motion flow.
Particular difficulties in optical flow estimation are addressed; including how recent work
in the field of optical flow estimation tries to overcome those difficulties. The particular
strengths and weaknesses of the presented methods are pointed out and the decision for
the approach implemented as a part of this thesis is motivated.

3.1. Fundamentals
The basic operating mode of our eye as well as of imaging devices such as for instance a
camera is based on a perspective projection of scene points onto a surface. The following
section provides a brief overview of the fundamental properties of projective geometry and
introduces the pinhole camera model. It is based on the description by [12, 37, 46] where
also more in-depth information on projective geometry can be found.

3.1.1. The Pinhole Camera Model
A general model of a projective camera is the pinhole camera model, where scene points are
projected through a small aperture (the pinhole) onto a planar surface. Figure 3.1 depicts
this principle. A light-tight enclosure serves as camera. The upside-down image of the
lantern is projected through the hole in the front panel onto the rear panel. The pinhole,
which is the center of projection, is called camera center or optical center. Rays of light emitted
or reflected by scene objects pass through this point and form an inverted image of the
scene on the rear panel. This planar surface is called image plane.
Often the model is recomposed in a more intuitive way, where the image plane is located
in front of the viewpoint/camera center and the image appears right-side up. Figure 3.2
shows the camera center C, the image plane and a perpendicular connection inbetween which
is called the principal axis of the camera. The point where the principal axis intersects with
the image plane is called principal point P. The principal point has the coordinates (px , py )T .
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Pinhole
Point P

Principal Axis

Image of P
Camera

Object

Figure 3.1.: Basic scheme of image formation in a pinhole camera. A 3D point (X, Y, Z) of
an object is projected through a small aperture (the pinhole) onto the rear panel
of the camera. The object appears upside-down.

The distance between camera center C and image plane is called focal length f . The focal
length f determines to which extent light rays are converged by the camera. A point which
is located at distance f from the image plane will be focused to one single point. The
pinhole camera model is a pure geometrical model. Thus the aperture is ideally a single
point, where no lenses are used to focus light. In reality, depending on the lens, the focal
length is not necessarily equal for both X and Y, as it is possible that linear lens distortion
is present and the camera’s pixel are not squarish. For this reason fx and fy will be used to
denote the focal length in X and Y-direction from now on.
A scene point P = (X, Y, Z)T is mapped to a unique 2D point at the intersection of the
image plane and a ray casted from P to the camera center. This is a transformation from
Euclidean R3 to Euclidean R2 :
(X, Y, Z)T 7→ (fx X/Z + px , fy Y /Z + py )T

(3.1)

3.1.2. Intrinsic and Extrinsic Camera Parameters
From the previous section we know that the perspective projection is strongly depending
on the lens’ characteristics, namely the principal point P = (px , py ) and the focal length f .
These characteristics are part of and commonly referred to as intrinsic camera parameters.
Computer vision applications that are aiming to reconstruct a world model in Euclidean
space or want to enable interaction with the world require knowledge about these parameters. The process of estimating the instrinsic parameters is called camera calibration.
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Y

Point P = (X, Y, Z)
Image of Pat(x, y)
f Y /Z

Camera Center C

P
Focal Length f

Z

Image Plane

Figure 3.2.: Geometry of the pinhole camera model with the image plane placed in front of
the camera. The camera center C is located at distance f from the image plane.
The principal axis is aligned with the Z axis of the coordinate system and meets
the image plane at the principal point P (based on [46]).
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From camera calibration the so-called camera calibration matrix K can be obtained:


fx s px
fy py 
K=
(3.2)
1
Further characteristics are linear and radial distortion of the lens. Moreover pixels can be
non-orthogonal. Such skewed pixels are described by an additional parameter, s. Often,
when no shear is present, s is close to zero. For some types of lenses so-called radial lens
distortion is present and straight lines can appear curved. This effect is called pincushion
(narrow field of view) or barrel (wide field of view) distortion and can be corrected if the
distortion factors are known [108]. The derivation of a camera calibration that includes
such kind of distortion effects is covered by [111].
From Figure 3.2 we see that both the focal length f and the depth Z of a scene point
affects its projection on the image plane. For this reason the intrinsic camera parameters are
of particular importance for the depth estimation process as it is described in Chapter 4.4.3.
The current implementation of the depth-from-flow process is based on the camera calibration matrix as shown by Equation 3.2. Non-linear lens distortion are not taken into account.
While the intrinsic camera parameters are static, the camera’s rotational and translational
parameters change as the camera moves. These are called extrinsic camera parameters and define the camera’s pose and orientation with respect to the world’s coordinate system. These
parameters cannot be determined absolutely. In consequence the extrinsic parameters are
described relatively to the location and orientation of the camera in terms of a translational
and a rotational component. T = (Tx , Ty , Tz )T is a 3D translation vector that describes
the relative positions of the origins of two frames. Ω is an orthonormal 3 × 3 matrix that
transforms the two frames in a way such that their corresponding axes are covering each
other [110]. T is used in Chapter 4.4.3 to derive the vanishing point of a captured frame
and to obtain absolute depth from relative scene depth.

3.2. Definition of Optical Flow
When we move, our view of the world surrounding us changes. When the motion is
unidirectional, e.g. when we walk or drive, we can observe that nearby objects appear to
move faster whereas more distant objects seem to be nearly static. This visual phenomenon
has been described and termed as “optical flow” by J. J. Gibson in 1950 [43]. Optical flow
can be observed when an object is moving at a different speed than the observer. It can be
used to estimate relative distances, as the motion of the observed points depends on the
distance between observer and object and their relative speed [130].

3.2.1. Optical Flow and Motion Field
The following sections will focus on video images observed by a camera. As a video is a
sequence of image frames captured over time, the image data is a function of space (X, Y)
and time. Figure 3.3 illustrates how the 3D movement of a point P(t) affects its projected
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Y

X
P(t + δt)

p(t + δt)
p(t)

P(t)

x
y

Z
Figure 3.3.: A point P(t) of a scene object is projected onto the image plane of the camera at
the location (x, y). By time t + δt the point has moved and the projected point
p(t + δt) has changed accordingly [20].

location (x, y) on the cameras image plane. The origin of the image coordinate system is
centered at the origin of the camera coordinate system [X, Y, Z] with the optical axis of the
camera pointing in the Z direction. P(t) defines a moving 3D point at a time t which is
projected to p(t) on the image plane. Assuming that at time t + δt the point P will have
moved with velocity V, the projection on the image plane becomes p(t + δt), where the
term v is the apparent velocity in the image. In case of a camera undergoing motion, the
projection of P on the image plane will change in a similar way. In either case a change of
the projection of P(t) onto the image plane is caused.
The vector field which describes the horizontal and vertical image motion of each point
on this plane defines the so-called motion field. In Figure 3.3 the motion field is indicated by
the vector pointing from p(t) to p(t + δt). The optical flow and the motion field are closely
related. In contrast to the motion field, which is the actual movement of the projected point
p(t) on the image plane, the optical flow is defined as the apparent movement of brightness
patterns in an image [51]. It constitutes a two-dimensional velocity field, that results from
independently moving scene objects or from camera(or observer) motion [20].
Beside the terms motion field and optical flow [50, 20, 116] also other notations are conventional. [37] distinguish between real optic flow and apparent optic flow, [100] differ image flow
and optic flow. Ideally the motion field and the optical flow field are identical. Unfortunately,
in a real-world scenario this is not always the case. We can illustrate this phenomenon if we
consider a sphere with a smooth, non-textured surface under constant illumination. If we
assume a rotation of the sphere about its own axis as shown in Figure 3.4 the corresponding
motion field is non-zero. As the intensity of the projected points on the image plane remains
constant there is no apparent motion in the scene and the optical flow is zero. In contrast,
if we assume a change of the light source, there is an optical flow, though there is no
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Figure 3.4.: Difference between motion field and optical flow. Though the left shere is not
moving and hence does not cause motion flow its apparent motion is equal to
the motion flow caused by the sphere at the right hand side [50].

actual motion of the sphere. This shows that the motion field is not always the same as
the optical flow field [50]. For most applications, such as the reconstruction of the three
dimensional world, the motion field is required [10]. Under the assumption that the world
has enough structure and the intensity value is preserved over time, the optical flow can
serve as approximation to the motion field [20]. Therefore an implicit equivalence of the
optical flow and the motion field is assumed for the scope of this thesis.

3.2.2. The Aperture Problem in Optical Flow Estimation
The computation of optical flow relies on the assumption of constant intensity [51], which is
also referred to as the data conservation constraint [20] or brightness constancy assumption [10]:
“Image measurements (for example, image intensity) corresponding to a small image
region remain the same, although the location of the region may change over time.” [20]
On a basis of this assumption an equation can be derived that relates the change in image
brightness, the intensity I at a point p = (x, y)T to the motion of the brightness pattern of
the image plane [51]. At a time t a pixel at location p = (x, y)T is defined by its intensity
value I(x, y, t). If we consider the subsequent image frame at time t + δt the pixel will have
moved by δx and δy which results in the following brightness constancy equation:
I(x, y, t) = I(x + δx, y + δy, t + δt)
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mask
mask

v
movement
u

B

A
increasing brightness

(a) First Frame

(b) Second Frame

Figure 3.5.: Schematic visualization of the basic principle of optical flow estimation. The
local difference in intensity (B − A) between the first and the second frame is
considered for the focussed pixel [92].

The right-hand side of Equation 3.3 can be expanded using the Taylor series (cf. [1]) to:
I(x, y, t) = I(x, y, t) + δx

∂I
∂I
∂I
+ δy
+ δt + 
∂x
∂y
∂t

(3.4)

∂I ∂I
where δx and δy are the x and y components of the optical flow of I(x, y, t) and ∂x
, ∂y and
∂I
∂t are the derivatives of the image at (x, y, t) in the corresponding directions.  refers to
the high order terms of the Taylor that are neglected in the following. Equation 3.4 can be
further simplified by subtracting I(x, y, t) and dividing through δt

δx ∂I
δy ∂I ∂I
+
+
+ ð(δt) = 0
δt ∂x
δt ∂y
∂t

(3.5)

ð(δt) is a term of order δt and we can assume that δ(t) → 0, which leads to:
∂I δx ∂I δy ∂I
+
+
=0
∂x δt
∂y δt
∂t

(3.6)

If Ix , Iy and It refer to the partial derivatives of image brightness at (x, y, t) with respect to
δy
x, y and t and we define u, v as δx
δt and δt , a single linear equation, the optical flow constraint
equation, can be established:
Ix u + Iy v + It = 0;
(3.7)
Figure 3.5 illustrates the components of the optical flow constraint equation. If we imagine to
observe a frame through a square hole, which corresponds to a position on the image plane
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6.: If only a small section (aperture) of a line is visible, its motion is ambiguous.
(a) illustrates that the actual motion vector of the edge can not be determined
locally due to the existence of multiple solutions, whereas in (b) only one unique
solution is possible [72].

with fixed x and y, an intensity value, here exemplarily marked as A, is visible at time t.
Due to the movement of the underlying brightness pattern, the visible intensity changes
to B in the next frame. Ix (x, y) and Iy (x, y) mark the increase in brightness per pixel at
the location x, y in x-direction or y-direction, respectively. The local difference in intensity,
which is B − A in this example, after a movement by u and v is It (x, y).
The optical flow constraint (Equation 3.7) is a single equation with two unknowns. It follows,
that the problem is ill-posed, as there is no unique solution [18, 20]. As a consequence
the component of the optical flow which is perpendicular to the gradient, thus parallel to
the edge, is unknown [51]. The result of this numerical problem is that the velocities of
scarce structured surfaces, e.g. such with a homogenous or unidirectional texture can not
be recovered optically [13]. This problem is commonly referred to as the aperture problem, as
it occurs when only a small section of an edge (i.e. an aperture) is considered. Figure 3.6
illustrates that problem, which is also known as barber pole illusion. Consequently, to recover
a unique estimate of the flow velocity v = (u, v) a supplemental set of equations is required.
Therefore most optical flow techniques introduce additional constraints, which will be
covered by the following section.
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To overcome the aperture problem, a wide range of different techniques has been proposed.
Barron and Beauchemin [14] propose a taxonomy of optical flow estimation methods and
divide into three classes:
• differential methods: [51, 66, 80]
• matching or correlation-based methods: [29, 100]
• frequency-based methods: [40, 48, 119]
The subsequent chapter provides an overview of optical flow estimation methods and
explains a subset of well-known “classical” approaches more in-depth. In particular differential and correlation-based methods as well as the mixed approach by Proesmans et
al. [90] are introduced, as they form the basis for the algorithm developed within the scope
of this thesis. Advanced, more recent approaches and applications that build upon those
classical methods are also addressed.

3.3.1. Differential Methods
Differential or gradient-based methods are based on the assumption that the intensity of points
projected onto the image plane remain constant over time [71]. Provided the image domain
is continuous over space and time, this allows to compute the optical flow from spatiotemporal derivates of the image intensities.
As described in Section 3.2, to solve the ill-posed optical flow constraint equation (Equation 3.7) an additional set of equations is required, which can be obtained through the
introduction of further constraints. One constraint, which has been utilized by various differential approaches [51, 80] is the spatial coherence constraint. It is based on the assumption,
that adjacent pixels on the image plane are likely to be part of the same physical object
and hence have a similar optical flow [20]. If more than two frames are considered, also
spatio-temporal coherence constraints that assume a smooth transition over time in addition to
the assumption of smooth intensity changes can be used [25, 79, 123].
These constraints can be either introduced as additional global regularization term, or
as a local constraint in small neighborhoods. Differential methods are grouped accordingly
into local and global differential methods [15].
Local methods: Lucas-Kanade (local, first derivate)
Local differential methods perform a minimization of constraints over local image regions.
The algorithm presented by Lucas and Kanade [67] is based on the assumption that all
pixels within a certain neighborhood have the same velocity v = (u, v). Based in the known
intensity gradients of a pixel’s neighborhood at time t, a “best guess” of the displacement
at time t + δt is determined. To solve the underdetermination of Equation 3.7, a model of
constant velocity within small local neighborhoods is introduced. In a k × k neighborhood
this would result in k 2 additional linear equations per pixel, which have the form:
Ix (pi ) · u + Iy (pi ) · v = −It (pi )

(3.8)
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for i ∈ [1, k 2 ]. For each pixel in a local neighborhood we obtain:




Ix (p1 ) Iy (p1 )
It (p1 )
It (p2 )
 Ix (p2 ) Iy (p2 )  

 u


 ..
..  v = −  .. 
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 .
. 
ax (pk ) Iy (pk )
It (pk )
which can be substituted with:

 
u
A
=b
v

(3.9)

(3.10)

In a general case the above equation cannot be solved exactly, as it is overconstrained.
Therefore a Least Squares solution has to be found, which can be done by multiplying it
with AT .
 
u
T
A A
=b
(3.11)
v
On a basis of the reformulation of Equation 3.9 the optical flow vector can be obtained as
solution of
 
u
= (AT A)−1 AT b
(3.12)
v
given AT A is invertible and well-conditioned [13, 20, 72].
Global methods: Horn/Schunck (global, first derivate)
Global differential methods such as [51, 80] are based on the assumption of spatial coherence
and impose a global smoothness constraint on the motion of adjacent pixels on the image
plane. Generally speaking, differential approaches estimate the flow field by optimizing
global energy function which is the weighted sum of a data term and a prior term. The data
term is usually based on the brightness constancy assumption (Equation 3.3) or the optical flow
constraint(Equation 3.7). It is an error metric which measures the correlation between the
input images. We have seen in Section 3.2 that the data term alone is ambiguous. For this
reason a second term, the prior term or smoothness term is introduced. This second constraint
acts as a regularizer and favors one of the possible solutions for the flow vector over others.
Therefore it is also often referred to as regularization term. It is often a smoothness prior
which typically favors smoothly varying flow fields [10, 128]. The prior term can be either
based on first-order [51] or second-order derivates [80]. Horn and Schunck were the first to
present this approach. The optical flow field is then estimated by minimizing the global
energy function E(u, v):
P rior T erm

ZZ
E(u, v) =

z
}|
{
(Ix u + Iy v + It ) + λ2 (∇u2 + ∇v 2 )δxδy
|
{z
}
2

(3.13)

Data T erm

E(u, v) is a sum of two terms: a first term is the data term that defines the error in the optical
constraint equation and a second term, the prior or regularization term which is a measure
of departure from smoothness. Both summands should be small. The smoothness term is
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the integral of the square of the magnitude of the gradient. Where λ sets the weight of the
smoothness constraint relative to the error in the image motion equation. The smoothness
weight λ > 0 is defined as the sum of the squares of the Laplacians of u and v and serves as
regularization parameter: if a large λ is chosen, large flow gradients are reduced and the
resulting flow field is progressively smoothed [26, 50, 51]. The resulting convex functional
can be solved via its corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. The equations for the global
energy function E(u, v) are:
∇2 u = λ(Ix u + Iy v + It )Ix
2

∇ v = λ(Ix u + Iy v + It )Iy

(3.14)
(3.15)

The solution of these equations is unique [96] and determines the optical flow vector. This
method furthermore profits by a filling-in-effect: at locations with a homogenuos structure
no reliable flow estimate is possible, as the brightness gradient is zero. In these regions the
optical flow velocity cannot be found locally and v = (u, v) is interpolated based on the
neighborhood [26, 50].
As it would be computational expensive to solve these equations simultaneously. An
iterative solution has been proposed by [51]. Based on Equation 3.13 and 3.14 the following
equations for the vertical and horizontal flow components in iteration n + 1. The equations
use the intensity derivatives Ix , Iy and It as well as an average (ūn , v̄ n ) of all previous flow
estimates, as shown in Equation 3.16 and 3.17.
un+1 = ūn − Ix [Ix ūn + Iy v̄ n + It ]/(λ2 + Ix2 + Iy2 )

(3.16)

v n+1 = v̄ n − Iy [Ix ūn + Iy v̄ n + It ]/(λ2 + Ix2 + Iy2 )

(3.17)

These equations for all u and v can be solved by utilizing iterative methods such as the
Gauss-Seidel or the Jacobi method. Those methods provide an efficient way to solve large
sets of linear equations. In-depth information on their practical implementation is given in
Section 4.3.4. The theoretical background is covered by [35].
A common problem of global optical flow methods is that they apply the smoothness
constraint globally which leads to an oversmoothing at flow discontinuities as well as a
high sensitivity to noise [71]. For this reason later work has aimed to develop strategies
to cope with outliers caused by occlusion boundaries or noise. Black and Anandan [19]
therefore replaced the quadratic regularization term from the original Horn and Schunck
formulation with a robust subquadratic penalizer. More recent approaches have utilized
further penalizing functions for both the data and the prior term that allow piecewise
smoothing and thus suceed to preserve discontinuities in the flow field. Some approaches
utilize a L1 norm based on total variation (TV) [25, 26, 120]. These are often also referred to
as variational methods. Further alternatives add a spatially varying weight to the prior term
that allows to preserve discontinuities. Besides the consistency-based approach by [90]
covered in Chapter 3.3.4 also anisotrophic weighting functions that take the direction of the
gradient into account have been proposed by various authors [124, 129].
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3.3.2. Correlation-based Methods
The spatial coherence constraint uses the assumption, that adjacent pixels on the image
plane are most likely to be part of the same rigid object. Therefore correlation-based methods
such as [27, 30, 100] assume that the intensity values in a small finite neighborhood around
a point remain unchanged over time. They perform a search for point-to-point correspondencies between image pairs based on a best match strategy. For a point at position (x, y)
on the image plane let η be the maximum possible displacement between two frames in
each direction. η can be chosen based on the expected velocities. To determine to motion

frame t

frame t + δt

η=2
A

B

Figure 3.7.: By frame t + δt the pixel A has moved to B. The search space for η = 2 is
marked red. The neighborhood (indicated grey) is assumed to be constant and
has consequently identical optical flow [29, 30].

of a pixel at (x, y) we define it as the center of a patch of k × k pixels and consider the
motion of the whole patch. Based on the maximum displacement η for the pixel we get a
number of (2η + 1) × (2η + 1) possible locations for the patch in the subsequent frame as
illustrated in Figure 3.7. For each of these possible displacements of (x, y) the motion of
the patch is simulated and a match strength M is calculated. φ(i, i0 ) is a vector containing
the corresponding intensities of the function that determines the similarity or distance
between two given patches. φ is applied to each pixel in the displaced window Wk in the
first frame (I) and the corresponding pixel in the actual window in the second frame (I 0 ).
According to a “winner-take-all” principle it is then assumed that the movement of the
pixel is the displacement with the maximum similarity respective minimum distance.
Possible variants of φ are error measures such as the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC), the
Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) or the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) [106].
Often correlation-based methods do not compute the optical flow for all pixels of a considered frame, but do first select certain pixels of interest. Strategies for the determination of
such pixels of interest are the choice of corner pixels using Harris [45, 65] or Shi-Tomasi
corner detectors [55, 130] as well as advanced approaches such as SIFT [63], which also
determine the scale of the feature.
Correlation-based optical flow methods are widely used for robot navigation, obstacle
detection and avoidance. Zingg et al. [130] utilize an approach based on image feature
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tracking to safely maneuver a Micro Aerial Vehilce through an indoor corridor. Various
approaches [31, 83, 104] take advantage of the divergence of the optical flow field for lateral
obstacle avoidance. Optical flow measurement enables a balancing of right and left flow
fields in corridor environments: objects closer to the camera are moving faster and thus the
divergence of their respective flow fields is higher. In order to avoid collision the robot will
in consequence always aim to choose the travelling direction with the least flow divergence.
Similar approaches have also been developed for frontal collision detection [34].
In contrast to the divergence plot based strategies, the system proposed by Low et al. [65]
operates based on a coarse range map extracted from the optical flow field. Pixels are
selected by a Harris-Corner detector [45] and the optical flow is estimated based using
normalized cross correlation based on a window around these corners of interest. On a
basis of the flow vector for these pixels, time to contact calculations are used to extract the
depth component. The approach of [65] is advantageous regarding processing time and
has proven to be suitable for robot navigation. Nevertheless it does only produce sparse
flow and coarse-grained depth information which does not provide sufficient accuracy for
occlusion handling and rendering.

3.3.3. Frequency-based Methods
Frequency-based methods, which are also referred to as energy-based methods [72], spectral
methods or velocity-tuned filter methods [106] operate in the Fourier domain. Unlike differential
approaches they are not based on the assumption of the preservation of intensity, but of
spectral energy. Therefore an equation similar to Equation 3.7 which relates the spatial
frequencies of a moving object to the temporal spectra can be derived [106]:
ωx u + ωy v = ωt

(3.18)

Here v = (u, v) describes the velocity of the translated pattern and ω refers to the spatiotemporal angular frequencies. Typical energy-based approaches such as [48, 118] utilize the
output of velocity-tuned filters for flow estimation. They make use of the characteristic appearance of a translating 2D pattern, which is a tilted plane through the origin in frequency
domain. A “best fit” of the optical flow velocity components u and v can be estimated by
searching for a plane which matches the power spectrum of the spatio-temporal signal. The
approach presented by Heeger [48] convolves a sequence of images with a range of threedimensional (spatio-temporal) Gabor Filters. In a second step the sine and cosine-phase
filter outputs are used to compute the motion energy based on their squared sum and a
“best fit” of the velocity components u and v is estimated.
An other class which makes use of velocity-tuned filters are phase-based approaches. Phasebased approaches have one particular advantage over those based on the spatio-temporal
frequencies as presented above. They do not require image sequences consisting of multiple
frames. It is possible to calculate phase-based optical flow out of image pairs [106]. An
example is the approach of Fleet et al. [40] which operates on the signals’s phase component
utilizes band-pass velocity-tuned filters to decompose the input signal to derive scale, speed
and orientation.
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3.3.4. Mixed Differential and Correlation-based Approaches
Differential methods often suffer the problem that they enforce smoothness of the flow field
across discontinuities such as object delimiters. Mixed differential and correlation-based
approaches [90, 2] try to overcome this problem by integrating the differential and the
correlation-based approach into a dual optical flow scheme.
The algorithm of Proesmans et al. [90] starts from a classical differential approach. Based
on the method described in Section 3.3.1 we will now consider a point p = (x, y)T at time t
with an estimated velocity (ũ, ṽ). Furthermore we have a point p̃ = (x − ũδx, y − ṽδy) at
a time t − δt. We can rewrite the optical flow Equation 3.3 to return the residual velocity
v − ṽ = (u − ũ, v − ṽ), which describes the discrepancy between v = (u, v) and the estimates
ṽ = (ũ, ṽ). Based on Equation 3.4, we can derive the residual optical flow equation:
Ix u + Iy v + It (ũ, ṽ) = 0

(3.19)

It (ũ, ṽ) = −(Ix ũ + Iy ṽ)

(3.20)

I(x, y, t) − I(x − ũδt, y − ṽδt, t − δt)
(3.21)
δt
One important characteristic of this equation unveils if the estimate ṽ equals the real velocity
v: in this case the constraint equation reduces to I(x, y, t) − I(x − δx, y − δy, t − δt [90].
Summing up: we have seen that the velocity estimates (ũ, ṽ) at location p = (x, y)T in
frame t can be used to relate this point to a point p̃ = (x − ũδx, y − ṽδy) in the previous
frame t − δt. This scheme will be referred to as backward scheme. The same mechanism can
also be applied in the opposite direction, which constitutes the forward scheme: the velocity
estimates (ũ, ṽ) at location (x, y) at time t will now be used to relate to a location in the
subsequent (x + ũδx, y + ṽδy) frame. In a second step, the fact that discontinuities caused by
occluding objects cause inconsistencies in the flow scheme is exploited. On locations close
to the boundaries of occlusions, the forward and the backward flow are not consistent. This
allows to derive discontinuity information to create a motion edge indicator. Equivalently,
this means that at points that are not located at occlusion boundaries the dual scheme is
expected to be consistent. Regarding two frames a and b we can form two equations:
− (Ix ũ + Iy ṽ) +

va (x, y) = −vb (x − ua δt, y − va δt)

(3.22)

vb (x, y) = −va (x − ub δt, y − vb δt)

(3.23)

where va (x, y) = (ua , va ) and vb (x, y) = (ub , vb ). For non-occluded regions we can assume
these to be equivalent. However, for locations with nearby occlusion boundaries the case
is different. Due to the occlusion not all points present in frame a, are visible in frame b:
the dual scheme is inconsistent. Based on this characteristic an inconsistency measure is
determined and fed back to the original flow scheme.
Finally, an edge sharpening process on a basis of the obtained discontinuity information
is included in the optical flow estimation and smoothing across occlusion boundaries is
prevented. An other discontinuity preserving temporal symmetry constraints has been
presented by Werlberger et al. [124] as well as Weickert et al. [123]. The presented methods
utilize a temporal symmetry constraint based on three frames that “mirrors” the flow
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symmetrically starting from the central frame. Nevertheless, as those methods consider
“past” as well as “future” frames they are only suitable for offline processing and hence not
applicable for real-time AR applications based on live video streams [124].

3.4. Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter basic types of optical flow estimation methods have been introduced. All of
the presented approaches have their characteristic strengths and drawbacks. A detailed
evaluation and comparison of different optical flow methods has been presented by Barron
et al. [13] as well as [42, 71, 70]. Liu et al. [64] address the trade-offs between the accuracy
and efficiency of optical flow methods. An evaluation data set which has been used to
provide a ranking of more recent approaches is introduced in [10].
Density As discussed in Section 2.1 occlusion handling for AR requires precise flow
information for each pixel. To derive 3D-structure from optical flow a dense flow field is
required. Therefore the density of the resulting flow field is considered as an important
aspect for the applicability of an optical flow method for the targeted use case. It was
noted that correlation-bases methods tend to return sparse flow fields, whereas differential
methods are capable of returning flow fields of a higher density [110]. Still, among the
differential methods some differences are evident. The local differential method of Lucas
and Kanade has been found to return sparse flow fields [42], whereas global differential
methods benefit from the filling-in-effect and result in dense flow fields [26]. Hybrid or
variational approaches, such as [25, 26, 90], are also advantageous as they create flow fields
with 100% density [122].
Accuracy Regarding accuracy considerable differences between optical flow estimation
techniques are mentioned in the literature. The local differential method of Lucas and
Kanade has been found to achieve high angular accuracy [71] and good noise tolerance [42].
In contrast global differential methods impose a global smoothness constraint across object
boundaries and are consequently less accurate. They furthermore are more sensitive to
noise than local differential methods [71]. Likewise frequency-based methods tend to
suffer from oversmoothing at occlusion boundaries [48], but also achieve high numerical
accuracy [13]. The correlation-based approach of [29] produces high quantization errors,
when executed in real time [71].
Efficiency Adequate speed is one of the most compelling requirements for the targeted
use-case (see Section 1.2.2). Consequently the efficiency of the optical flow estimation
method is particularly relevant. Due to the use of a large number of costly filter operation,
frequency-based methods suffer from a high computational expense, which makes them
less efficient compared to other approaches [13]. The local differential method of Lucas
and Kanade [67] has reached high performance scores in comparative evaluations [13, 42],
whereas global differential methods, such as Horn& Schunck [51] and Nagel [80] have
achieved less convincing results [13, 71]. The correlation-based approach of Camus [29]
profits from a very low execution time when the maximum detectable flow is low and search
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area is small [71]. Nevertheless the complexity of the execution time grows quadratically
with the maximum possible displacement per pixel [64].
Fazit As a basis for the implementation, the approach of Proesmans et al. [90] was chosen,
due to its ability to produce one flow vector per pixel and its promising results regarding
accuracy and efficiency as stated in [42, 70]. A further aspect for the decision was the
algorithm’s main focus, which is to reconstruct the optical flow field preserving its discontinuities [90] as the discovery of object delimiters is of particular relevance for occlusion
determination.
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CHAPTER

FOUR
IMPLEMENTATION

While the previous chapters focused on possible approaches and their strengths and weaknesses, this one will cover the concrete implementation of a differential optical flow method.
The chapter starts with an overview of system and test environment. The subsequent
chapters are divided into two parts. At first the optical flow estimation process is described
and detailed information about the employed equations and techniques is given. Possible
variants are highlighted and design decisions are motivated by results of preliminary tests.
Secondly, the depth estimation procedure is described. The integration of odometric readings in the processing pipeline is pointed out and the computation of a depth map of metric
scale is covered. The transformation from depth map to depth buffer following the OpenGL
pipeline is explained in detail and further notes about occlusion rendering in OpenGL are
given.

4.1. Test Environment
The prototype which was developed as a part of this thesis has been implemented in C++
on a basis of a Testbench framework. The term Testbench refers to a virtual environment
that is used to test implemented procedures. It simulates the actual use-case on a desktop
system. The use of a Testbench has been chosen due to its high flexibility which allows to
verify and test the algorithm’s design with different parameter settings and data sets. The
test application has been built on a 64-bit system that is equipped with an Intel Core i7 CPU
860@2.80GHz and 8.00 GB RAM. The workstation that is running Windows 7 Professional
has been used for all tests presented in the following sections.

4.2. Architecture Overview
For large and complex software, such as a comprehensive on-board system in an automotive
use-case, it is essential to provide flexible and interchangeable software components. This
requires a reasoned high level structure. Good system architecture facilitates communication
between the different components and also ensures transferability: developed elements and
procedures can easily be ported to different devices or operating systems. A modularized
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Figure 4.1.: General system architecture. The modul Processing Pipeline is the major part. It
takes frame-wise RGB and odometric data and creates one map of metric depth
per frame which is used for occlusion rendering. Intermediate results can be
visualized for optimization or debugging.

design allows replacing singular components or reusing them in different contexts which
enables rapid integration into complex systems. This prototype developed as part of this
thesis is designed for a distinct automotive use-case. Nevertheless the overall project is
also organizationally attached to the department of Research & Development of metaio GmbH.
As a consequence the requirements transferability and interchangeability are of particular
importance in two ways. First, a modular design of the compontents is required to allow
for rapid migration from the Testbench to the actual on-board system. Secondly, the
transfer of single elements from the processing pipeline to other use-cases such as mobile
AR applications has to be facilitated. Moreover, due to the prototypical character of the
implementation, the processing pipeline has to be extensible. Future research might want
to substitute elements or add elements to test alternative estimation approaches.
To meet these requirements, the prototype developed as part of this thesis is organized
in self-containing modules that can be substituted according to use-case specific needs.
It has been built on top of a virtual test environment (Testbench) which is based on the
metaio SDK [75] and allows to run tests decoupled from the actual capturing process in the
vehicle. Figure 4.1 shows the basic structure of the developed system. It is divided into the
three modules Data Acquisition, Visualization and Processing Pipeline. The two modules listed
first are closely linked to the Testbench framework, whereas the latter can be transferred to
any other framework that provides RGB data along with extrinsic camera parameters for
each input frame.
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Data Acquisition This module is responsible for the capturing of RGB image data and
extrinsic camera parameters. RGB image data can be obtained from a live stream of a
webcam, stored video sequences in .avi format or from separately stored frames. Frames
can either be in .png or .exr format. The latter stores a depth channel in addition to the
three color channels. This functionality can be used to load a ground-truth depth map of a
synthetic scene (see Chapter 5.2).
Processing Pipeline This module consists of two main elements, Optical Flow Estimation
and Depth Estimation. Furthermore appropriate structures are included to store intermediate
results. Appropriate data structures provides the functionalities needed to store and modify
two-dimensional fields of flow vectors. A component for Optical Flow Estimation provides
procedures to estimate the optical flow between two frames, optionally under consideration
of previous estimates. The second major component attends to Depth Estimation. Provided
with a field of optical flow vectors and the camera velocity in X, Y and Z direction for the
respective frame it determines the according scene depth.
Visualization The prototype provides a collection of tools to visualize different kinds of
intermediate results obtained during different stages of the processing pipeline. The actual
Occlusion Rendering is integrated into the Testbench framework. It hooks into the OpenGL
processing pipeline and writes the derived depth map to the OpenGL depth buffer after
transforming it to a suitable range.

4.3. Optical Flow Estimation
In Chapter 3.4 the benefits and drawbacks of different classes of optical flow methods were
outlined and the decision for a differential approach with edge preserving functionality
was motivated. The following chapter covers details on the implementation of the chosen
approach.

4.3.1. General Approach
The approach presented in [90] constitutes the basis of the optical flow algorithm developed
within the scope of this thesis. The general idea of the dual optical flow scheme has
been introduced in Section 3.3.4; the following sections will elaborate on the concrete
implementation. They especially focus on the implementation of Proesmans’ coupled
optical flow scheme which is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The respective components will now
be discussed in dedicated sections.
Initial Estimate Following the dual scheme outlined in Section 3.3.4 the forward and
reverse optical flow fields are iteratively estimated based on an initial estimate. The initial
guess for the first iteration is either derived from the optical flow field of the previous
frame or is a zero-estimate if no previous frame is available. These ideas are motivated in
Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.6.
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Figure 4.2.: Proesmans’ coupled optical flow scheme (based on [90]). The scheme starts
with an initial estimate and is run through for a finite number of iterations. The
last iteration returns the resulting final flow estimate.

Frames (t) and (t − 1) The optical flow estimation starts from the frames captured by the
vehicle’s camera. At each time two consecutive frames t and t − δt are considered for the
optical flow calculation process. If the optical flow is determined for each of the captured
frames δt is 1.

Forward/Backward Derivates The optical flow estimation is based on image intensities.
For the concrete implementation the first derivates over space and time are taken into
account. Section 4.3.3 attends to the determination of intensity derivates in [X, Y, T].

Forward/Backward Estimate Each iteration is based on an estimate which is either the
result of the previous iteration of the current pyramid level, the result of the last iteration or
an initial zero-estimate.

Consistency Calculation As we have seen in Chapter 3.3.4 object delimiters are supposed
to cause inconsistencies between the forward and the backward flow scheme. For each
iteration a two Consistency Maps are calculated from the preceding forward and backward
estimates, which contain a measure of discontinuity for each pixel.

Forward/Backward Flow Estimation The actual flow estimation is denoted as forward
respective backward scheme. It is based on the iterative Horn and Schunck algorithm (see
Section 3.3.1) and introduces a global smoothness constraint. This constraint is applied in an
non-linear way depending on the consistency measure of the according pixel position (see
Section 4.3.5). The resulting flow fields are fed back in the loop and replace the estimates of
the previous iteration.
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4.3.2. Coarse-to-fine pyramidal representations
In addition to the iterative refinement, a recursive coarse-to-fine approach is included. The
iterative flow estimation process is carried out for each pyramid level and the resulting
flow fields substitute the initial guess of the next pyramid level. This section covers the
coarse-to-fine flow estimation.
The identification of large flow displacements is a challenge in optical flow estimation and
crucial for the given automotive use case. Displacements cannot be determined reliably
if they are greater than the considered local neighborhoods. The present implementation
addresses this issue by using pyramidal representations of both input frame and resulting
flow field. Each level in the pyramid substitutes a filtered and sub-sampled version of the
level below. Hence, on coarse image scales, large displacements are small enough to be
estimated within small local neighborhoods (Figure 4.3).

recursion depth

level 0

level 1

level 2

level 3

Figure 4.3.: Pyramidal representations of input image and flow field [20, 84]. Each level in
the pyramid is a subsampled version of the level below. Increase and decrease
of recursion depth are indicated by the arrows to the left and right.

The optical flow is first determined on the coarsest level (level 0), which is a n-times
subsampled version of the original resolution where n denotes a predefined number of
levels. The resulting flow field is scaled to its double size and passed on as initial guess to
the estimation process on the next pyramid level. This way, large motion from the coarse
levels “flows through” to the fine levels and determines the optical flow on these levels [20].
This process is repeated until the original resolution is reached. The current implementation
utilizes a recursive coarse-to-fine strategy . With each recursion step the estimation process
is called with a half-sized version of the image passed as parameter in the previous call.
Each recursion encapsulates an iterative optical flow estimation process based on the flow
field of the preceding pyramid level. This will be described in the following sections.
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4.3.3. Computing Spatial and Temporal Gradients
In Chapter 3.2 the brightness constancy assumption (see Equation 3.3) has been introduced.
This assumption implies that the spatial derivates of the image brightness (or intensity)
remain constant over time [29]. To estimate the optical flow the respective change in image
intensity has to be measured. Let us consider an image sequence as a function of image
brightness over space [X, Y] and time T. The first partial derivate of the image intensity
along the X respectively the Y-axis is called gradient vector or gradient and can be written as

T
∂I
∂I
∇I(x, y) =
(x, y), (x, y) = [Ix , Iy ]T .
(4.1)
∂x
∂y
The image gradient has two components - one for each orientation. Its magnitude is greatest
when an edge occurs. Therefore the gradient can also serve as an edge indicator [28, 98].
An efficient way to find the approximate gradient magnitude for all pixels in an image are
so-called edge operators that emphasize high spatial frequencies. The current implementation
utilizes a Sobel operator [102] for gradient estimation (see Figure 4.4). The Sobel operator is a
set of two 3 × 3 convolution kernels, that can be applied separately to measure the gradient
component for the respective orientation. In Equation 4.1 these gradients are referred to
as Ix and Iy . The two kernels are run through each pixel in the image with the currently
considered pixel in the middle of the kernel.
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Figure 4.4.: The Sobel operator’s two convolution kernels. The horizontal kernel (right)
returns Ix and vertical kernel (left) Iy . The normalization term of 1/8 can be
omitted for edge detection, but is inevitably if the true gradient is desired [102,
98].
Figure 4.5 shows an example frame ( 4.5a) and the resulting gradient magnitude ( 4.5b)
when convolving with both the X and Y Sobel-kernels. The spatial derivates close to edges
are characterized by a large magnitude (white), whereas the derivates of textureless regions
are close to zero (black).
Due to the 3 × 3 characteristic of the filter, the gradient of pixels at the image borders cannot
be determined and an appropriate edge treatment is required. As the implementation aims
to meet real-time requirements, the boundary treatment strategy to set the border pixels to
0.0 has been chosen.
To estimate the temporal derivate It the change of intensity at a pixel p = (x, y)T between
time t−1 and t is calculated. Algorithm 4.1 shows how the Sobel-kernels are applied for each
non-boundary pixel on a basis of its 3 × 3 neighborhood. Furthermore the determination of
the temporal derivate is illustrated.
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(a) Original Frame

(b) Gradient Magnitude

Figure 4.5.: Gradient magnitude (right) for a convolution with normalized X and Y Sobelkernels. The original image is shown on the left hand side.

Algorithm 4.1 Gradient Estimation
Require: Intensity I
Result: Ix , Iy , It
1: for all pixel (x, y) do
2:
if isBorderPixel(x,y) then
3:
EDGETREATMENT (x,y)
4:
else
5:
6:

. check if the pixel is located at the image border
. apply am edge treatment strategy

. apply the X and Y oriented Sobel kernels
Ix = (I(x + 1, y − 1, t) + 2.0 ∗ I(x + 1, y, t) + I(x + 1, y + 1, t)−
I(x − 1, y − 1, t) + 2.0 ∗ I(x − 1, y, t) + I(x − 1, y + 1, t)/8

7:

Iy = (I(x − 1, y + 1, t) + 2.0 ∗ I(x, y + 1, t) + I(x + 1, y + 1, t))−
(I(x − 1, y − 1, t) + 2.0 ∗ I(x, y − 1, t) + I(x + 1, y − 1, t))/8

It = I(x, y, t − 1) − I(x, y, t)
return Ix , Iy , It
10:
end if
11: end for
8:

. get the intensity change over time

9:

4.3.4. Iterative estimation process
The iterative estimation process is based on the implementation presented by [70]. The
flow between two intensity images is estimated iteratively based on the differential flow
equations introduced in Chapter 3.3.1. As the optical flow equation can only hold locally
due to the aperture problem an additional smoothness constraint (see Chapter 3.3.1) is
introduced to the process during the refinement step. In addition the consistency maps
are computed for each iteration. The estimation process is shown in Algorithm 4.2. In
the following a tensor notation is used. The subscripts f and b indicate the direction of
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flow estimation. Forward means that frame t − 1 is considered at first and frame t at last.
Backward denotes the opposite direction. The shown pseudo code uses e and next to store
the current and subsequent flow estimates and c for the consistency map in the respective
direction. The intensity derivates are denoted as If and Ib and are each defined as [Ix , Iy , It ].
Algorithm 4.2 Iterative Dual Flow Estimation Scheme
Require: intital flow estimates ef , eb , intensitiy derivates If , Ib defined as [Ix , Iy , It ]
Result: flow estimates ef , eb
1: procedure I TERATIVE F LOW E STIMATION(ef , eb , If , Ib )
2:
for all iterations do
3:
cf ← C ONSISTENCY(ef , eb )
. compute forward consistency map
4:
nextf ← R EFINEMENT(ef , If , cf )
. improve the flow estimate
5:
cb ← C ONSISTENCY(eb , ef )
. compute backward consistency map
6:
nextb ← R EFINEMENT(eb , Ib , cb )
. improve the flow estimate
7:
ef ← nextf
. prepare for the next iteration
8:
eb ← nextb
9:
end for
10: return ef , eb
. return the final estimate
11: end procedure
For the optical flow estimation a system of four coupled partial differential equations is
used. Subsequently, those Equations, namely 4.2 to 4.5, are listed in the same order as
they are employed. Two equations are based on the iterative Horn and Schunk method
presented in Chapter 3.3.1. If we reconsider Equations 3.16 and 3.17 we can formulate the
equation of the forward and backward flow scheme (see Equation 4.3 and 4.5). Two further
equations (see Equation 4.2 and 4.4) are added for consistency measurement according to
the dual optical flow scheme by Proesmans et al. [90].
cn+1
= kCf (vfn , vbn )k
f
vfn+1 = div(γ(cn+1
)∇vfn ) −
f

λ∇I(∇I · vfn + It (vfn ))
1 + λk∇Ik

cn+1
= kCb (vfn+1 , vbn )k
b
vbn+1 = div(γ(cn+1
)∇vbn ) −
b

λ∇I(∇I · vbn + It (vbn ))
1 + λk∇Ik

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)

Equations 4.2 till 4.5 are updated in each iteration following the Gauss-Seidel method:
forward and backward results for the optical flow estimate v = (u, v) of the n-th iteration are
used as an input to compute vn+1 . Notably is Equation 4.4, where the forward consistency
value cn+1
obtained from Equation 4.2 is directly reused in the current iteration [23]. ∇I are
f
the intensity gradients we have derived in Section 4.3.3. These are only calculated once and
used for all iterations. Cf and Cb denote the functions used for consistency measurement
which are fed into the gamma function γ in Equation 4.3 and 4.5. Section 4.3.5 attends to
this topic more in detail. The Lagrange multiplier lambda (λ) designates the amount of
smoothing and can be set according to the requirements of the use-case.
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During each iterative refinement step these equations are updated for each pixel location
based on an flow estimate from the previous iteration. The data term is div(γ(cn+1
)∇vbn )
b
(see [90]) which replaces the Laplacian smoothing term ∇ from Equation 3.13 is calculated
on a basis of a k × k neighborhood around the considered pixel. It is a consistencyweighted average of the optical flow in this neighborhood. Algorithm 4.3 shows the
iterative refinement in pseudo code. The procedure requires the pixel intensities I(i, j, t − 1)
and I(i, j, t), and a flow estimate F.
Algorithm 4.3 Iterative flow refinement
Require: intensity I, flow estimate F
Result: flow estimate E
1: procedure O PTICAL F LOW R EFINEMENT(I, F)
2:
for all pixel (i,j) do
3:
N = N EIGHBORHOOD(i,j)
. get a neighborhood N of size k×k around pixel i,j
4:
for all (uk , vk ) in N do
. iterate over all uk = (uk , vk ) in the neighborhood
5:
uAv+ = WEIGHT(uk )
. compute the consistency-weighted averages
6:
vAv+ = WEIGHT(vk )
7:
end for
8:
(Ix , Iy , It ) = I(i, j, t)
. get the derivates at pixel i, j at time t.
9:
guessi ← i + uAv;
. guess the movement of pixel i,j
10:
guessj ← j + vAv;
11:
e ← I(i, j, t − 1) − I(guessi , guessj , t)
. get the error in pixel intensity
2
2
12:
alpha ← (e ∗ lambda)/(1 + (Ix + Iy ) ∗ lambda)
. precalculate alpha
13:
u ← uAv − alpha ∗ Ix
. update the flow estimates
14:
v ← vAv − alpha ∗ Iy
15:
E(i, j) ← (u, v)
. store the new flow value
16:
end for
17: return E
18: end procedure
Excursus: The Use of the Gauss-Seidel Method during Iterative Refinement
Unlike the original implementation by McCane et al. [70], which uses the Jacobi method to
minimize the optical Flow equations, the implementation developed as part of this thesis
utilizes the Gauss-Seidel method [35]. The use of the Gauss-Seidel method for differential
optical flow estimation has been recommended by [78] due to its benefiting behavior regarding convergence. Mitiche et al. showed that the Gauss-Seidel method is superior in terms
of convergence to Jacobi iterations if the iterations are not processed in parallel [77, 78].
Both the Gauss-Seidel and the Jacobi method allow solving linear systems of equations
iteratively by applying successive relaxation based on an initial guess. The general principle
of both methods is to solve the i-th equation of a linear system for the i-th variable and
to substitute the other variables. The Jacobi method replaces all variables with the results
of the previous iteration n, whereas the Gauss-Seidel uses the results from the equations
{0, ..., (i − 1)} of the current iteration (n + 1) and the results of equations {(i + 1), ..., j} of the
previous iteration n. To motivate the decision for the Gauss-Seidel method the principle of
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the Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi methods will first be illustrated by reference to a brief example
(from [1]). Later the iterative solution of the equations used for optical flow determination
will be elaborated.

Example If we take a linear system of equations
2x1 + x2 = 3
−x1 + 3x2 = 2

(4.6)

the Gauss-Seidel method for these equations has the form
(
)
(n+1)
(n)
x1
= 32 − 12 x2
Gauss − Seidel :
(n+1)
(n+1)
x2
= 23 + 13 x1

(4.7)

and the Jacobi form is
(
Jacobi :

(n+1)

x1
=
(n+1)
x2
=

3
2
2
3

(n)

− 21 x2
(n)
+ 31 x1

)
.

(4.8)

With an initial estimate of x01 = 0 and x02 = 0 the Gauss-Seidel an Jacobi forms for this
example converge after 5 respectively 9 iterations as shown in Table 4.1.

n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Gauss-Seidel
xn2
xn1
0
1.5
0.917
1.014
0.998
1.000

0
1.167
0.972
1.005
0.999
1.000

Jacobi
xn2

xn1

0
1.5
1.167
0.917
0.972
1.014
1.005
0.998
0.999
1.000

0
0.667
1.67
0.056
0.972
0.991
1.005
1.002
0.999
1.000

Table 4.1.: Intermediate results for xn1 and xn2 for the above example. Results for the n-th
iterations until convergence in iteration 5 (Gauss-Seidel) respectively iteration 9
(Jacobi) [1].
During optical flow estimation a weighted average of previously known flow estimates is
calculated (see Algorithm 4.3, line 4 et seqq.). While the implementation of McCane et al. [70]
uses the flow estimate known from the previous iteration, the current implementation
follows the Gauss-Seidel approach and includes also estimates from the current iteration.
The (n + 1)-th estimate, which is the estimate of the current iteration, is only known for
pixels that have already been processed. Consequently the neighborhood is divided into an
upper and a lower triangle. Figure 4.6 shows how the flow values are taken into account
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when the image is processed line by line: For the lower triangular half (white) of the
considered neighborhood around a pixel at (x, y) the n-th flow estimate is used whereas for
the upper triangular half (grey) of the neighborhood the n + 1-th flow estimate accounts
for the weighted average. The example above (see results in Table 4.1) shows numerical
proof that the Gauss-Seidel method converges faster than the Jacobi method. The same
effect can be observed during the optical flow estimation process. Figure 4.7 shows the
resulting flow fields of the “Rubberwhale” sequence after 100 iterations. The result obtained
using Gauss-Seidel iterations (Figure 4.7c) is closer to the desired ground-truth (Figure 4.7a)
than the flow field resulting from Jacobi iterations (Figure 4.7b). This assumption is also
supported by the values of the error measure α (see Algorithm 4.3, line 12). A small α
indicates that the estimated flow vector is close to the ground truth motion flow and the
movement of the considered pixel has been predicted correctly. Figure 4.8 lists the measured
α as average over all pixels during the 100 iterations on the full resolution of the input
frame. The first iteration (based on a zero-estimate) returns the same α for both methods.
The following iterations show that the Gauss-Seidel method (blue) converges faster than
the Jacobi iterations (red).

4.3.5. Consistency calculation, treatment of object delimiters
The consistency of the backward and forward flow fields serves as an indicator for object
boundaries. A consistency measure is calculated from the flow values for vf and vb at a
pixel x = (x, y)T and the estimates at (x + vb δt) and (x + vf δt). The flow measures at these
coordinates are expected to be opposite to each other. The magnitude of the sum of the
corresponding flow values is considered as consistency measure, where 0 indicates a perfect
match at a smooth surface and infinity indicates flow inconsistencies at object delimiters.
Cf and Cb as shown in Equation 4.9 are the consistency functions.
Cf = vf (x) + vb (x + vf δt)
Cb = vb (x) + vf (x + vb δt)

(4.9)

These boundary indicators are fed into the diffusion coefficient γ which is used during the
smoothing process in Equation 4.3 and 4.5. The aim is to encourage smoothing within
consistent regions on the one hand and to prevent smoothing across boundaries on the
other hand. Proesmans et al. [90] further pointed out, that pixels temporarily containing
inconsistent values are restrained from converging to the correct values. Therefore the
gamma function γ is calculated for neighborhood of k × k. This mechanism introduces an
edge sharpening process which prevents interference of incosistent neighborhoods in the
consistent regions. The corresponding γ function is formulated in Equation 4.10. For the
current implementation K is the average of the consistency in a window of 3 × 3 and ξ is
set to 1.
ξ
γ(c) =
(4.10)
1 + ( Kc )2
This process allows to preserve discontinuities and to obtain sharp object delimiters, which
is prerequisite for the visualization of well-defined occlusion boundaries for Augmented
Reality overlays. Figure 4.9 shows the flow fields for the “Hydrangea” sequence that are
obtained with(Figure 4.9c) and without considering the consistency map (Figure 4.9b) in
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Figure 4.6.: Usage of estimates with regard to a pixel p = (x, y)T . Jacobi method (right)
and Gauss-Seidel method (left). The Gauss-Seidel method utilizes the values of
pixels comprised by the upper triangle from the current iteration (grey coloring),
whereas the Jacobi method uses the estimates of the previous iteration (white
coloring) for the whole neighborhood.

(a) GT

(b) Jacobi

(c) G-S

Figure 4.7.: Detail of the resulting flow field for the Rubberwhale sequence after 100 iterations. Ground-truth (left), Jacobi method (middle) and Gauss-Seidel method
(right). The result obtained from Gauss-Seidel iterations is closer to the desired
ground-truth than the compared Jacobi iterations’ result. 4 levels each, lambda
has been set to 100.0f for both variants.
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Figure 4.8.: Comparison between the Gauss-Seidel and the Jacobi method in terms of the
error measure α. Average α for the “Dimetrodon” sequence with 100 iterations
and 1 level.

the gamma function. The latter suffers from an oversmoothing at the borders of bloom and
background, whereas the consistency-weighted gamma function is able to preserve the
sharp transitions.

4.3.6. Initial estimates
In Section 4.3.4 we have seen that both the Jacobi and the Gauss-Seidel methods converge
when initialized with a zero-estimate. Nevertheless, both methods are likely to converge
faster if the initial estimate is closer to the solution [1]. A good initial guess can usually be
obtained from the previous frame [51]. For the current use-case a continuos live stream
from a camera is used and it can be expected, that the movement of the camera inbetween
the frames is smooth. Therefore it is assumed that the optical flow field at time t is close to
the flow field to be estimated at time t + 1. A downscaled version of the flow field of the
previous frame is used as initial estimate for the flow estimation on the coarsest level of the
current frame. As a consequence of the downsampling only large movements remain and
predetermine the subsequent estimate.
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(a) ground-truth

(b) without consistency

(c) consistency-weighted

Figure 4.9.: Ground-truth (left) and estimated (4 pyramid levels, 100 iterations) optical
flow for the “Hydrangea” sequence. The consistency-weighted smoothing
function in 4.9c prevents oversmoothing at the transition between foreground
and background, as it occurs in 4.9b where the consistency is not taken into
account.

4.4. Depth Modeling
The display of semantically correct placed and appropriately scaled augmented overlays
requires knowledge of the exact distances in meters. Optical flow on its own only allows
the estimation of relative depth. Hence, the scene depth can only be determined up to a
scale [110].
This section describes how a metric depth map can be obtained by introducing information
about the vehicle’s motion, so-called odometric data or odometry into the process. Furthermore the focus of expansion and its odometry-based estimation is introduced. Finally the
computation of metric scene depth from optical flow and odometry is pointed out.

4.4.1. Estimation of the Focus of Expansion
For a moving camera in a static scene all flow vectors originate in one unique vanishing
point on the image plane. This point is called the focus of expansion (FOE) 1 . The focus
of expansion of a scene undergoing uniform motion has characteristic properties. The
magnitude of the flow vector at a location x = (x, y)T is proportional to the distance
between the FOE and x. It is inversely proportional to the depth of the 3D point projected
onto the image plane at x. The FOE of a static scene is directly related to the direction of
camera motion. If the direction of motion changes, the FOE changes as well [12]. If the
translational motion of the camera in [X, Y, Z] is known, the FOE can be derived from
the instantaneous velocity (Tx , Ty , Tz ) between two consecutive frames and the camera’s
intrinsic parameters.
h
i
F OE = f TTxz , f TTyz

(4.11)

Complex scenes containing objects undergoing motion which is independent from the
observer can have multiple FOEs. In this case every region that is moving and hence causes
1

Some authors distinguish between focus of expansion (FOE) and focus of contraction (FOC) depending
on the direction of motion [110]. Nevertheless, FOE is also commonly used for both directions. In the
following sections focus of expansion is used to denote the common intersection point of all flow vectors
notwithstanding the flow direction.
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(a) First frame

(b) Second frame

(c) Resulting flow field

Figure 4.10.: Focus of expansion for rectilinear observer motion and an independently
moving object. The car crossing from the left shows a different FOE than the
flow vectors resulting from the camera movement. (Own illustration based
on [12])

optical flow has one dedicated focus of expansion. Figure 4.10 illustrates this case. While the
observer moves rectilinear towards the horizon, the car moves from left to right. Observer
and object motion are independent from each other. Therefore the emerging optical flow
vectors are originated at different points on the focal plane.

4.4.2. Integration of Odometry Readings
For this implementation, the FOE is determined on a basis of the intrinsic camera parameters known from camera calibration (see Chapter 4.4.1) and extrinsic parameters that are
known for the respective data set. If synthetic scenes are used, the camera motion per frame
can be determined precisely in terms of [Tx , Ty , Tz ]. Nevertheless, for real sequences the
exact motion of the camera is often not known. If only the current velocity V of the vehicle
is known, only cases with rectilinear camera motion, where Tz = V can be covered. If more
information about the motion of the car is available also circular motion, such as turns, can
be covered. Interfaces, such as the on-board diagnostics (OBD II) interface (ISO 9141, [53])
allow access to the vehicle’s odometric data, which can serve as an approximation of camera
motion. In addition to the instantaneous velocity V these odometry readings also yield the
yaw rate α. In a scenario with a vehicle/camera coordinate system (x, y, z) with respect to
the earth-fixed axis system (X, Y, Z) and the camera facing the negative z-axis, the yaw rate
α is the rotational velocity about the aligned y and Y-axis’.2
The required extrinsic camera parameters in terms of translational motion can be approximated on a basis of those components that are known from the car’s odometry readings.
Figure 4.11 illustrates how the translational velocity components Tx and Tz can be estimated based on V and α. Tex = sin(α)/V and Tey = cos(α)/V serve as approximation for
the real camera velocity components Tx and Tz . The vertical velocity of camera, Ty , remains
unknown. It has to be noted, that these approximations, based on the scheme shown in
Figure 4.11 assume an ideal pinhole camera (see Chapter 3.1.1) and do not consider lens
distortion.
2

For detailed information about the use-case’s set up as well as the related coordinate systems please refer to
Section 1.2.1.
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a ≈ Tx
b ≈ Tz

c=V
α

α

sinα = a/c
cosα = b/c

Figure 4.11.: Relation between yaw rate (α), cruising speed (V ) and camera velocity (Tx ,
Tz ) for a ideal pinhole camera. a, b and c denote opposite, adjacent and
hypothenuse.
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Furthermore the camera is assumed to be located at a point (0, height, 0) which is situated on
the leading axle. height denotes the vertical offset of camera and car coordinate system. The
offset in the other two dimensions is assumed to be equal to zero. For an exact estimation a
calibration of the offset between camera and leading axle would be required. Consequently,
the approximation of extrinsic parameters based on odometry readings allows only a rough
estimation of the actual camera movement. Nevertheless, the obtained results are promising
and sufficient accuracy for simple occlusion visualizations can be achieved (see Chapter 5.1).

4.4.3. Depth Estimation based on Camera motion
If the camera’s extrinsic parameters are known, metric scene depth can be derived from
the optical flow field. Equation 4.12 and 4.13 describe the relation between the camera’s
translational (Tx , Ty , Tz ) and rotational (wx , wy , wz ) components of the velocity and the
optical flow vector v = (u, v) at location (x, y).
u=

Tz x − Tx f
wx xy wy x2
− wy f + wz y +
−
Z
f
f

(4.12)

v=

Tz y − Ty f
wy xy wx y 2
− wx f + wz x +
−
Z
f
f

(4.13)

The translational and rotational components of Equation 4.12 and 4.13 are linearly separable
and only yield depth information if a translational movement is existing [65]. From the
translational flow component and the FOE the time-to-contact (TTC) and the scene depth
can be determined. The time-to-contact (TTC) is
TTC =

∆i
kvk

(4.14)

where ∆i indicates the 2D distance of a pixel at position (xi , yi ) of the image plane from
the FOE. kvk is the magnitude of the flow vector at this pixel location. The flow magnitude
increases with increasing distance from the FOE. The division of this distance by the flow
magnitude returns the relative scene depth. To determine the absolute metric depth the
velocity of the camera in Z direction is required [103].
Z = Tz ∗ T T C

(4.15)

Equation 4.15 yields the scene depth based on a velocity Tz and the TTC for each considered
pixel. Following the processing pipeline illustrated in Figure 4.1 the optical flow field of
each frame (t) is combined with the odometric readings for (t) and a depth value for each
image location is computed. The obtained result is stored as two-dimensional depth map
which constitutes the basis for occlusion rendering. Figure 4.12 shows two consecutive
input frames with resulting optical flow field and computed scene depth.

4.5. Occlusion Visualization
In Section 2.1 model and depth-based occlusion-handling were covered. Occlusion handling
based on a depth map has a better performance due to its complexity of O(n), where n
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(a) First input frame

(b) Second input frame

(c) Flow field between frame 1 and frame 2

(d) Scene depth for frame 2

Figure 4.12.: Two consecutive input frames, color coded result of the optical flow estimation process (4 levels, 100 iterations) and the computed scene depth under
consideration of rectilinear camera motion with Tz = V = 0.1m/f rame.
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Figure 4.13.: Transformation from eye coordinates to clip coordinates. The camera is the
origin of the viewing coordinate system. The frustrum is defined by the
camera’s intrinsic parameters and the far and near clipping planes.

is the number of vertices that are compared against the depth map [24]. Therefore it is
a convenient way to directly use the depth map derived from the optical flow field for
occlusion-handling instead of creating a mesh first. This chapter describes the steps that
lead from metric scene depth to a visualization of an augmented overlay with depth-based
occlusions.

4.5.1. Depthbuffer Transformation for OpenGL
The depth map obtained from the steps described in Chapter 4.4 is of metric scale. To allow
for occlusion-handling the previously determined scene depth is transformed into a format
which matches the format of the OpenGL depth buffer. Therefore the metric scene depth
has to be transformed from eye-space coordinates to window-space coordinates following
the OpenGL pipeline [32, 99]. It has to be noted, that, unlike the Z component, the X and
Y components stored in the depth map are already in window coordinates. Hence, the
transformations outlined below are only applied to the depth component Z.
The scene depth obtained from the flow estimate is relative to the camera, which is the view
origin of the eye coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 4.13 on the left hand side.
We start from eye-space. In a first step the projection transform is applied. The projection
matrix is defined by the shape and extend of the frustrum. The frustrum is depending on
the cameras intrinsic parameters and the settings for near- and far planes. It specifies the
type of projection from 3D coordinates to 2D coordinates. Equation 4.16 shows the matrix
used for a perspective transform. Pixels containing zero or invalid flow have been labeled
as infinity during the depth estimation process. These pixels are accordingly clipped and
set to either the near plane’s or the far plane’s value. These values are denoted as zF ar and
zN ear in Equation 4.16.
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Each valid depth value is mapped to a value in between the near and far clipping planes.
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(4.16)

We consider each point in [X, Y, Z, W]. In the following x and y are denoted as · as they
remain constant for the whole transformation process. When the projection matrix is
applied to the depth buffer each point with depth −d in view coordinates (·, ·, −d, 1)T is
transformed into the clip coordinates

P ∗ (·, ·, −d, 1)T = (·, ·,

−d ∗ (zF ar + zN ear) + 2 ∗ zF ar ∗ zN ear T
, d) .
zN ear − zF ar

(4.17)

In a next step the coordinates in clip-space are transferred to normalized device coordinates
(NDC) by perspective division. The clip coordinates (·, ·, z, w) are divided by the w component, which performs a transformation from projective space (P4 ) to Euclidean space (R3 ).
In NDC-space the location of the vertices on a normalized 2D screen are saved to X and Y.
The depth of each vertex is encoded in Z with respect to the near and far planes. As a result
the depth value is in the range [−1, 1].

d(·, ·, z, w)T = (·, ·, z/w, 1)T = (·, ·,

zF ar + zN ear
2 ∗ zF ar ∗ zN ear
−
, 1)T
zF ar − zN ear d ∗ (zF ar − ZN ear)

(4.18)

Perspective division (see Equation 4.18) transforms the viewing frustrum to a cube in the
origin with the extension of 1 in each direction. It is denoted as function d(·, ·, z, w)T , which
is defined for w 6= 0. Figure 4.14 also shows that the direction of the Z-axis is inverted
during this step. In a further step the frustrum is mapped to the near plane and a 2D
image of the scene is produced. Again depth only is transformed. The conversion from
normalized device coordinates to window coordinates is a mapping of: x 7→ x2 + 0.5. The
window depth is now in the range of [0, 1] and can be written as a function of eye depth:

f (d) =
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zF ar + zN ear
zF ar ∗ zN ear
−
+ 0.5
2(zF ar − zN ear) d(zF ar − zN ear)

(4.19)

4.5. Occlusion Visualization

Figure 4.14.: Transformation from clip coordinates to normalized device coordinates by
perspective division. The depth range is mapped from [zF ar, zN ear] to a
normalized box of extend [−1, 1].

Figure 4.15.: Transformation from NDC space to window coordinates. Depth is now a
function of eye depth in the range of [0, 1].

The resulting depth map (X, Y, Z) contains the original pixel coordinates X and Y and a
depth value Z for each pixel which is non-linearly mapped to the range [0, 1]. The range
of the new depth values corresponds to the depth range of virtual objects as stored in
the OpenGL depth buffer. It is now possible to check the depth values of a rendered 3D
geometry against these depth values to realize hardware-accelerated occlusion rendering.

4.5.2. Occlusion Rendering
An efficient way to realize occlusion rendering in OpenGL is to draw all those objects that
occlude others, the so-called occluders, first. In a second step, the occluded objects, that are
called occludees, are sorted from front to back and drawn subsequently [126].
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In the specific use-case covered by this thesis, the depth map derived from the optical flow
field serves as occluder for the respective time frame. The relevant part of the OpenGL
drawing routine is outlined in Algorithm 4.4.
Algorithm 4.4 Occlusion Rendering in OpenGL [H]
Require: depth map D
. clear scene depth
1: glClear(GL DEPTH BUFFER BIT);
2: glEnable(GL DEPTH TEST);
. activate depth testing
3: glColorMask(GL FALSE, GL FALSE, GL FALSE, GL FALSE);
. deactivate color mask
4: glDrawPixels(width, height, GL DEPTH COMPONENT, GL FLOAT, D);
. depth
information for occluders
. reactivate color mask
5: glColorMask(GL TRUE, GL TRUE, GL TRUE, GL TRUE);
6: RENDER S CENE O VERLAY ( );
. render occludees
7: glDisable(GL DEPTH TEST)
. deactivate depth testing
The obtained depth map is processed following the steps outlined in Section 4.5.1 and the
result is written directly into the OpenGL depth buffer. During this step the color mask is set
to false and the color buffer bit remains unchanged. Afterwards, the color mask is set to true
and the occludees which are all those objects that should be displayed as augmented overlay
are rendered. If video see-through has been chosen as display technology, the current video
frame is drawn as background and occluded image regions contain the frame’s pixel values.
For optical see-through no background is drawn and occluded parts are rendered as black.
The prototype uses video see-through (see Section 2.1).
When the augmentation is rendered on top of the current video frame, depth testing is
performed for each pixel. The Z-values of pixels that are part of occluded regions are greater
than the Z values stored at the corresponding position of the depth buffer. Consequently
these pixels are not rendered and visual occlusion is generated. Figure 4.16 and 4.17 show
the actual depth buffer of the OpenGL context (as it is visualized by gDEBugger [44]) and the
corresponding color buffer. The depth map extracted from the input frames is combined
with the depth values of the displayed model (green arrow) and occlusion between real
and virtual objects is simulated.
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Figure 4.16.: OpenGL depth buffer including combined depth values of virtual overlay and
estimated environment depth.

Figure 4.17.: Back buffer for the above example. The virtual overlay (green arrow) is occluded by the lantern.
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CHAPTER

FIVE
EVALUATION

Chapter 4 described a processing pipeline that realizes depth-from-flow derivation based
on coupled input frames. A metric depth map is generated and used for mutual occlusion
between augmented overlays and the video background. This chapter aims to evaluate
the distinct sub-steps of the depth-from-flow derivation quantitatively regarding accuracy
and efficiency. In particular, the accuracy of the flow and depth estimates are evaluated by
comparing it to an “ideal” result which is commonly referred to as ground truth data [61].
In addition, the final result is evaluated qualitatively regarding its acceptability from an
user’s point of view. Primarily real-time and accuracy requirements and the need for an
AR-specific speed-accuracy trade-off are addressed.

5.1. Quantitative Evaluation of the Flow Estimate
The optical flow estimation constitutes the core piece of the presented processing pipeline.
As all subsequent steps are grounded on the result of the flow estimation procedure,
the quality of its result is of particular importance. The following section discusses the
accuracy of the flow estimation based on sequences with publicly available ground truth
data. First the results on a general, non use-case specific, set are presented. Further the
specific properties of automotive scenarios are addressed and results based on respective
ground-truth data is provided.

5.1.1. Dataset
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the developed flow estimation process, sequences with
known motion flow are required. The creation of these ground truth data sets and reliable
benchmarks for optical flow is challenging and has been covered by various papers [13,
70, 69]. The Middlebury Vision Benchmark [10, 94] is one of the most well-known collections
of test data for stereo vision and optical flow. It provides 24 challenging sequences for
optical flow evaluation. The dataset contains synthetic and real sequences incorporating
difficulties such as non-rigid motion and various challenging photometric effects. A detailed
description of all sequences is included in Appendix B.1. The sequences are divided into an
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evaluation set (12 sequences), which is used for the official evaluation1 with non published
ground truth and a training set of 12 further sequences incorporating public ground truth.
Section 5.1.3 is based on the training sequences and addresses mainly parametrization topics
whereas Section 5.1.5 covers the results on the evaluation set and the resulting ranking
amongst other state-of-the-art optical flow algorithms. The Middlebury data set is wellestablished and enables valid comparison to other approaches. Nevertheless, the sequences
are not representative for the specific automotive use-case addressed by this thesis. Unlike
in automotive scenarios where rectilinear observer motion is present, the sequences of the
Middlebury Vision Benchmark contain non-rigid motion and prevalently vagrant motion in
direction of all three orientations. To allow to draw more use-case specific conclusions
an additional data set [113] was tested. The dataset2 , which has been provided by the
University of Auckland and Daimler AG, contains two synthetic sequences with publicly
available ground-truth optical flow. Unlike the Middlebury Vision Benchmark the motion
model of the test data corresponds to the motion model that is assumed for the actual
use-case.

5.1.2. Error Measures
Based on these datasets the discrepancy between the ground-truth optical flow and the
estimated flow field has been measured. This work follows the evaluation methodologies
suggested in related literature [10, 13, 94] and evaluates the accuracy of the flow estimate
in terms of the angular error (AE) and the endpoint error (EE). In the following the notation
vGT = (uGT , vGT )T is used for the ground-truth optical flow vector at one image point and
the estimate at this location is denoted by v = (u, v)T .
Angular Error (AE) The angular error measures the angle in 3D-space between v =
(u, v, 1.0)T and the ground-truth flow vector vGT = (uGT , vGT , 1.0)T . The AE provides a
relative error measure, as errors in regions containing large flow are less penalized than
errors in small flows [10]. The angular error is defined as
−1

AE(v, vGT ) = cos



vT vGT
kvkkvGT k


.

(5.1)

Endpoint Error (EE) The EE denotes the absolute pixel distance between the estimated
location of a pixel and its ground-truth location [10, 87]. In contrast to the angular error, the
endpoint error is an absolute error measure.
EE(v, vGT ) = kv − vGT k

(5.2)

These error measures are determined for each pixel, excluding those at the image border
and those pixels where the ground-truth is marked as “undefined”. On a basis of these
measurements the average angular error (AEE) and the average endpoint error (AEE) of the
corresponding image pair as well as their respective standard deviations (SD) are computed.
1
2

http://vision.middlebury.edu/flow/
http://www.mi.auckland.ac.nz/EISATS/
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Further statistics in the style of the Middlebury evaluation were computed as described
in [10]. These are in detail:
Robust Statistics (RX ) A measure that allows to draw conclusions on the robustness and
therefore reliability of the measurement [10, 94]. Here RX indicates which percentage of
pixels has an error measure above X . For the angular error R2.5, R5.0 and R10.0 and for
the endpoint error R0.5, R1.0 and R2.0 are determined.
Robust Accuracy Measures (AX ) AX defines the accuracy of the error measure at the
X th percentile [10, 13]. For both the AE and EE A25, A50, A75 and A95 are determined.
The units of X are degrees for the angular error and pixels for the endpoint error.

5.1.3. Results on the Middlebury Training Set
The error measures described above have been computed using Matlab. For brevity the
error measures are rounded to two decimals for the listings comprised in this chapter.
A comprehensive listing of all individual results is provided with the supplementary
material (see Appendix C. To allow to draw first conclusions on parameterization, the
sequences of the Middlebury training set were run with different values for the parameters
iterations and levels, where iterations denotes the number of iterative refinement calls during
flow estimation (see Chapter 4.3.4 and levels is the number of subsampled images that is
used in addition to the original frame resolution (see Chapter 4.3.2). In the following the
combinations of those two variables will be referred to as parameter sets and denoted as
levels|iterations. It has to be noted that it is not a comprehensive evaluation of all
possible parameter sets, but rather a sample subset, that should provide an overview of the
way the chosen parameters influence the final result. The right parameter sets are strongly
depending on the characteristics of the input frames (e.g. resolution) and the scene (e.g.
maximum flow) and hence can vary from use-case to use-case. The results of this section
shall serve as a starting-point for fine-tuning in scenarios where no ground-truth data and
thus no quantitative error measure is available.
General results Figure 5.1 depicts the median endpoint error for the “Rubberwhale”
sequence along with the first and third quartiles (q1 resp. q3), minimum and maximum
measured flow error (min, max) and the mean (µ). The error measures are displayed for
2,4 and 8 levels and 10, 30 and 100 iterations each. It can be observed, that an increasing
number of iterations also improves the stability of the flow estimate: the inter-quartile
range becomes smaller as the amount of iterations grows. Moreover, lower mean and
average errors are reported. If a high number of iterations is utilized, only slight differences
between the parameter sets can be found for flow computation on a different amount of
levels. In contrast if only a small number of iterations is used the discrepancy is greater.
Notably is also, that the group of 100 iterations shows a higher discrepancy between first
and third quartile for 8 levels than for 2 respective 4 levels. This could be an indicator for
bias resulting from incorrectly estimated flow on the coarsest levels. For some sequences
(e.g. the “Urban 2” sequence) we can find even higher average angular and endpoint errors
for the 8 | 100 parameter set than for 4 | 100 (please refer to Appendix C).
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levels|
iterations

2|10

2|30

2|100

4|10

4|30

4|100

8|10

8|30

8|100

4.32
110.10

3.25
80.24

2.63
60.36

3.74
97.84

2.85
67.06

2.52
47.95

2.60
49.05

2.21
45.40

2.20
46.21

Error

Endpoint
Angular

Table 5.1.: Maximum measured angular and endpoint error for the “Dimetrodon” sequence
in terms of different parameter sets.

One further observation is that the maximum flow error for both the endpoint and the
angular error, which corresponds to the robust accuracy measure A100, remains relatively
high for all parameter sets, while the difference to the median error increases with an
increasing number of levels and iterations. One possible explanation is that there is a certain
subset of pixels where the current implementation fails regardless which parameter set
is chosen. Possible explanations could be the indefiniteness of the motion flow at object
boundaries or the high difficulty of estimating the motion of small structures. This might be
a starting point for future improvements (see also Chapter 6). Table 5.1 depicts the maximum
flow errors for the “Dimetrodon” sequence at all evaluated parameter sets. Robust statistics
(RX) and robust accuracy measures (AX) allow to draw further conclusions. It can be
observed that RX and AX are decreasing as more levels and iterations are applied and
thus robustness is improved. The robust statistics for the parameter sets 2|10 to 8|100 are
depicted in Figure 5.2. In the following, the choice of adequate numbers of iterations and
pyramids is discussed.
Notes on the Number of Iterations An adequate amount of iterations is inevitable for
the detection of correct flow in sparse textured or textureless regions, as these have to
be filled in based on the neighboring regions. In [51] we can read that “the number of
iterations should be larger than the number of picture cells across the largest region that
must be filled in”. Figure 5.3 demonstrates this influence using the “Grove2” sequence. For
10 iterations the resulting flow field in Figure 5.3b shows large regions of close-to-zero flow,
especially in those areas where the uniform, sandy ground is located. In contrast, the flow
field after 100 iterations (Figure 5.3c) contains the correct values for those regions. This
effect also manifests itself in the measured average endpoint error (see Figure 5.3e and 5.3f)
which was 1.381px for 10 iterations and becomes 0.246px for 100 iterations. This also can be
reported for the average angular error which is 21.273 deg respectively 3.6544 deg. We can
conclude, that if iterating the OF method 10 times per level, the missing flow information
cannot be sufficiently filled in, whereas this problem gets solvable using a higher number
of iterations. Nevertheless, a large amount of iterations is also expensive, as the runtime
increases linearly with the number of iterations. Figure 5.4 shows the average angular error
and average endpoint error for the “Rubberwhale” sequence along with the amount of
iterations of the optical flow estimation process.
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Figure 5.1.: Boxplot of the endpoint error for the “Rubberwhale” sequence with respect to different parameter sets. The characteristics of each datarow are labeled: first quartile (q1), median (M) and third quartile (q3), minimum and maximum
measured flow error (min, max) and the average (µ). Please note thet the mid range graduation of the vertical axis has
been compressed for readablitily.
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(a) Robust statistics (RX) for the angular error.

(b) Robust statistics (RX) for the endpoint error error.

Figure 5.2.: Robust statistics RX for the “Rubberwhale” sequence, RX indicates the percentage of pixels that have an error measure greater than X. Small values for
RX indicate a high robustness of the estimate. The parameter sets are written
to the horizontal axis and denoted as levels|iterations.
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(a) Ground-truth

(d) First input frame

(b) Estimate (10 iterations)

(c) Estimate (100 iterations)

(e) Endpoint error (10 itera-(f) Endpoint error (100 iterations)
tions)

Figure 5.3.: The “Grove2” sequence shows a difference in flow quality for 10 (b) and 100
(c) iterations on 4 pyramid levels each. The ground-truth flow field is shown
in (a). (b) shows regions incorporating close-to-zero incorrect flow information
resulting from low textured areas in the lower half of the input frame (d). The
corresponding average endpoint errors are shown in (e) and (f). Black maps to
zero (= no error), white denotes the maximum error.
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Figure 5.4.: The measured average angular and endpoint error shows an exponential decay as the number of iterations increases. Results for both measures on the
“Rubberwhale” sequence. The amount of levels has been set to 4.
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Looking at the results we can draw conclusions on the relation between the amount of
iterations and the quality of the resulting flow estimate. Figure 5.4 further shows an
exponential decay for endpoint and angular error as the amount of iterations is incremented.
Notes on the Number of Pyramid Levels As observable from Figure 5.1, the usage of an
additional number of pyramid levels during the flow estimation process can improve the
stability of the flow estimate. This effect occurs especially if flow is present that is greater
than the size of the considered neighborhood on the original resolution. Nevertheless
if a too high amount of pyramids is chosen, the estimates can diverge. This effect gets
visible from the large interquartile range of the 8 | 100 in Figure 5.1. However, the usage
of additional pyramid levels does cause a substantially lower increase in runtime than the
configuration of additional iterations on the same scale. In Chapter 5.3 a strategy will be
discussed that utilizes the pyramidal concept to gain runtime savings.

5.1.4. Results on the EISATS Evaluation Set
In addition to the sequences of the Middlebury Benchmark, further test data that has been
specifically designed for automotive use-case was evaluated.
The results of the Middlebury tests (see Figure 5.3) implicate that a high amount of iterations is required to achieve an flow field of sufficient accuracy. However, a high number
of iterations is also computational expensive as the runtime of the optical flow estimation
is linearly increasing with an ascending amount of iterations. As the present use-case
scenario is aiming for real-time capability, the amount of iterations should be kept as low as
possible. To find a trade-off between a reduced computation time and an adequate accuracy
of the flow estimate it is worth highlighting the specific properties of a typical automotive
scenario.
Two major assumptions are made:
Assumption 1: Augmented overlays are likely to be placed at central positions
One assumption arising from the use-case is that augmented overlays such as navigation
hints are likely to be placed in the center of the available space. This assumption is directed
by research conducted in the field of human-computer interaction and driver behaviour.
[117] were able to show that information displayed on head-up displays (HUDs) is most
effectively perceived if placed in the driver’s line of sight. In a later study the authors
recommend to place hints or messages in a central location or locations within 5 degrees of
straight ahead [112]. Hence, we can suppose that an interface designer will aim to fullfill
these guidelines and navigational hints of any kind close to the driver’s line of sight and at
a central position.
Assumption 2: Large flow occurs prevalently close to the image borders
The car’s motion is characterized by its travelling direction which is prevalently rectilinear
and towards the horizon. In consequence we can expect that large optical flow arises close
to the image borders and does not occur in the center of the image. Hence, flow errors
caused by pixel motions greater than the maximum detectable flow are also likely to occur
close to these locations. This effect can be observed in Figure 5.5c, where the optical flow in
these border regions cannot be estimated correctly and thus causes a high angular error.
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Therefore a further, more use-case specific, evaluation model has been introduced. The
image plane is hierarchically subdivided depending on the likelihood that an augmentation
will be placed within these regions. Centered segments covering 55%, 70%, 85% and 100%
of the total frame size are considered. Figure 5.5a illustrates these segments. The highest
importance is assigned to the most central 55% of the frame. In contrast those parts closest
to the image borders which are only comprised by the 100% segment are considered to be
less important. The following hypothesis’ can be formulated:
Hypothesis: If the observer motion is rectilinear, the flow errors are non uniformly distributed
over the image plane.
The following hypotheses are investigated for the specific motion model as described
by Assumption 2.
H1 The AEE of the inner segments differs from the total AEE.
H10 The AEE of the inner segments does not differ from the total AEE.
H2 The AAE of the inner segments differs from the total AAE.
H20 The AAE of the inner segments does not differ from the total AAE.

Results To draw conclusions on H1 and H2 the average endpoint error (AEE) and the
average angular error (AAE) for each segment have been calculated. The segments are
denotes as I1 for the inner segment (55%), I2 and I3 for the mid segments (70% and 85%)
and I4 for the full frame (100%). Similar to the evaluation of Middlebury sequences in
Section 5.1.3 an exemplary sample of parameter sets has been tested. Table 5.2 shows the
distribution of the AEE and AAE for 4 levels and 100 iterations along with the standard
deviations (σ) for the respective segments.

Frame segment
I1 (55%)
I2 (70%)
I3 (85%)
I4 (100%)

AEE
0.147
0.226
0.594
1.520

σEE
2.693
3.192
3.905
3.491

AAE
3.211
3.276
4.413
6.702

σAE
10.091
13.585
17.376
10.755

Table 5.2.: Average endpoint error (AEE) and average angular error (AAE) computed for
centered segments comprising 55%, 70%, 85% and 100% of the original frame.
The standard deviations of the respective error measures are denoted as σEE and
σAE .
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100%
85%
70%
55%

(a) Centered segments

(b) Ground-truth

(c) Flow estimate (30 iterations)

(d) Flow estimate (100 iterations)

Figure 5.5.: Evaluation model based on centered segments of 55%, 70%, 85% and 100%
(Figure 5.5a) and sample estimation result on 4 levels (Figures 5.5c and 5.5d)
with according ground truth (Figure 5.5b).
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Figure 5.6.: The centered segments I1(55%), I2 (70%), I3 (85%) and (100%) of the original
frame differ in terms of the average endpoint error. The total results are marked
for 6 different parameter sets, denoted as levels|iterations on the horizontal axis.

The results show, that the image segments have different average endpoint and angular
error. The mean error measures for the inner segments are considerably lower than the
total average if the whole frame is considered. For the inner 55% segment we find an
AEE of 0.14 px whereas the total AEE is 1.5 px. This effect can be to a smaller extent also
be reported for the AAE. [10] profed, that the measures for the AEE and AAE are highly
correlated. Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind that the AAE is a relative error measure
that gives less weight to errors in large flow than to errors in small flow. In consequence
the results for the automotive use-case are likely to be biased as the outer segments contain
prevalently larger motion than the inner segments. Further it has to be noted that the
standard deviation for the AAE is higher for two of the inner segments which indicates that
the errors measured in this range cover a large range of values and thus are less reliable. For
these reasons the following considerations on parameterization will be based on the AEE.
Figure 5.6 shows the AEE for the sequence and the same parameter sets as used for the
Middlebury GT evaluation. For all parameter sets the average of the reported error decreases towards the center of the frame. The inner 55% segment comprises only 5% (2|100)
up to 17% (8|10) compared to the overall average error. Hence, we can presume that the
flow errors are not uniformly distributed over the image plane. It further can be observed
that an accuracy higher than one pixel can be achieved in the inner segment (I1) already
at 2|10 with a runtime of 2170 ms per frame, for I2 this can be achieved with 2|30 at 6221
ms per frame. The error computed over the full frame size is greater than one pixel for all
tested parameter sets. As we are aiming to develop strategies for performance optimization,
the total error measures for the different parameter sets are worth to be considered in detail.
If we consider the measured average errors for the parameter sets for the full frame we find
results similar to those of the Middlebury sequences as described in the previous section.
However, if we focus on the segment with the most importance for AR-visualizations (I1)
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we can observe that here the rise of differences between the parameter sets (52% on average)
is bigger than the improvement of the total error (32% on average). A comprehensive listing
of all parameter sets is shown in Table 5.3.

2|10
4|10
8|10
2|30
4|30
8|30
2|100
4|100
8|100

AEE I1

AEE I2

AEE I3

AEE I4

0.716
0.575
0.649
0.390
0.280
0.356
0.147
0.147
0.143

1.477
1.114
1.191
0.937
0.581
0.660
0.227
0.300
0.218

2.745
2.136
2.176
2.218
1.257
1.307
0.595
1.110
0.562

4.583
3.789
3.781
4.142
2.570
2.577
2.823
1.520
1.470

Runtime
[ms]
2170
2179
2213
6221
6298
6412
20369
20701
20791

Table 5.3.: Average endpoint error (AEE) and runtime of the Release-build. Parameter sets
are denoted as levels|iterations and sorted according to their runtime.

Fazit In Section 5.1.3 it was already pointed out that an increasing amount of iterations
does lead to a linear increase in runtime whereas the resulting gain in accuracy stagnates. If
we have a look at the results outlined above we see that the total error of the inner segments
is smaller than the total error and also that the possible gain from additionally applied
iterations as is higher in the inner sections. Depending on the concrete use-case for the
AR-Application upper error limits can be defined. A possible constraint could be that the
endpoint error shall be smaller than 1.0 or 0.5 pixel for areas containing augmentations.
What limit is chosen might depend on the complexity of the augmentation or other external
parameters such as the safety relevance of the use-case. Table 5.3 can help to find a trade-off
between overall accuracy and accuracy in the inner segments and the required iterations
and run-time can be found.

5.1.5. Results on the Evaluation set
Results on the 12 sequences of the evaluation set have been submitted to the Middlebury
evaluation homepage. The results were obtained using 4 levels and 150 iterations. At
the time of this thesis’ submission the listing contained 89 ranked optical flow methods.
The results allow to compare the approach used for the developed prototype to current
state-of-the-art as well as classical optical flow methods.
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Figure 5.7.: Screenshot from the Middlebury Optical Flow Benchmark. The submitted
method is listed as “Koelle” with a rank of 79.0. In addition to the methods achieving the same level of accuracy as the submitted method, the topperforming methods are shown. The mid segment containing the two compared
real-time capable sequences (“FastOF” and “Rannacher”) has also been added.
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Results Figure 5.7 shows a screenshot from the Middlebury evaluation homepage 3 where
it is listed as “Koelle”. The submitted method is listed in the lower third of the overall
ranking. Methods of the same segment, a sample of mid-ranking methods as well as the
top-performing methods are shown for comparison. For a complete listing of all available
datasets please refer to the evaluation homepage ([11]). The relatively poor performance
of the submitted method in comparison to the other methods is due to the fact that the
approach favors the preserving of object delimiters over the estimation of correct flow in
sparsely textured regions. Figure 5.8a and 5.8b illustrate this. The Horn and Schunck [51]
method outperforms the thesis’ method in terms of the angular error and the endpoint
error but fails to preserve sharp discontinuities at edges. Furthermore the design of the
presented method has also given more weight to efficiency. With a runtime of 32 s/frame
on the “Urban” sequence, the runtime of the submitted method is lower than the runtime of
other listed methods that achieve a matchable level of accuracy. However, it has to be noted
that these measures of runtime have not been achieved using the same hardware and thus
can only serve as a vague indication of actual performance. The Horn& Schunk method [51]
achieves a runtime of 49 s/frame, the methods of [33] and [127], denoted as TI-DOFE and
SLK both achieve a runtime of 572 s/frame. The top-ranking flow methods require 67
s/frame (Complex Flow [5]) and 1530 s/frame (OFLADF [4]). Nevertheless, also methods
achieving real-time capability have been submitted to the evaluation page. [91] present an
GPU-based approach that achieves with a runtime of 0.12 s/frame on the “Urban” dataset a
higher accuracy than the proposed method and an average rank of 51.4. The method listed
as “Fast OF” [3] also achieves high accuracy using a variational OF method4 (avg. rank 50.6)
and competitive runtime (0.18 s/frame). Figure 5.8 shows screenshots of the result on the
“Mequon” sequence of these two methods in direct comparison to the submitted method.
Fazit Though the presented method already achieves a relatively good performance compared to methods achieving better or similar accuracy, the comparison of the optical flow
method with current state-of-the-art methods has shown that there is room for improvement. Current real-time capable variational methods such as [3] or GPU-based methods
as [91] are able to produce more accurate results at a lower runtime consumption. These
methods have to be considered as a baseline for future improvements.

5.2. Quantitative Evaluation of the Scene Depth Estimate
The decision if an augmented overlay is occluded or disoccluded is based upon the estimated depth map. In consequence the success of the occlusion handling as well as the
quality of the rendered occlusion boundaries is directly depending on the accuracy of the
computed scene depth. In the following a quantitative evaluation of the scene depth based
on synthetic sequences with known scene depth is described.
3

The method developed as part of this thesis has not yet been submitted to the public ranking. The evaluation
results can be accessed via
http://vision.middlebury.edu/flow/eval/results-marion-koelle/
4
The method listed as “Fast OF” has been an anonymous submission to CVPR 2013. Details on the used
approach have not been available to the time this thesis was written.
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(a) Koelle

(b) Horn & Schunck [51]

(c) FastOF [3]

(d) Rannacher [91]

Figure 5.8.: Screenshots from the evaluation homepage [11]. The results on the “Mequon”
sequence are shown for the own method, the approach of Horn & Schunk [51],
Rannacher [91] and the anonymous submission listed as “FastOF” [5].
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5.2.1. Dataset
A set of synthetic sequences comprising typical automotive scenarios has been created using
a 3D modeling tool, namely Blender [21], and rendered in .exr format [52]. The .exr data
format, which is an open standard for high dynamic-range imagery (HDR) by Industrial
Light and Magic allows to store depth information in a separate Z channel in addition to the
common R, G and B color bands. The encoded scene depth serves as ground-truth data
and is compared with the flow-based depth which is calculated based the color intensity of
the respective frame. A routine for reading color and depth channels of a sequence of .exr
was integrated into the test environment. Figure 5.9 shows one frame of a test sequence
with its RGB-data (left), the corresponding ground truth depth (middle) and a scene depth
estimate. The difference between the estimated depth and the ground-truth depth has been
determined for discrete depth ranges. The depth intervals have a size of 1 m each and are
determined on a basis of the expected “ideal” estimate stored in the ground-truth map.
The expected outcome should allow to draw conclusions on the correlation between depth
range, the resulting flow scale and the accuracy of the estimated depth.

(a) Intensity image (RGB) (b) Ground-truth scene depth

(c) Scene depth estimate

Figure 5.9.: Intensity image (left) and ground-truth depth map (middle) of a .exr file. A
sample of an estimated scene depth is displayed to the right.

5.2.2. Results
Figure 5.10 shows the absolute depth error for discrete depth intervals of 1 m (blue columns).
The best results regarding accuracy are achieved in a mid distance of 10 to 20 meters, where
the measurement error is smaller than one meter. Large errors can be observed where the
distance to the camera is small: the average depth error at pixel locations with a groundtruth depth value between 3 m and 4 m is 6.09 m. This is due to the fact that these regions
contain very large flow vectors which are difficult to determine precisely.
A similar correlation between accuracy and disparity scale has also been reported for stereo
applications. To provide a reference point for a comparison to depth-from-stereo methods
base values of a Bumblebee2 stereo camera from Point Grey Research have been included and
marked in red. The accuracy of depth calculations based on stereo images processed with
Triclops Stereo SDK varies according to the scale of the detected disparity and the actual
depth. The accuracy for the respective depth range as specified by Point Grey Research [88] is
marked in Figure 5.10 if available. However it has to be noted that according to [88] these are
theoretical and not empirically confirmed statistics. The manufacturer further provides no
guarantee that these values can actually be achieved in real-world scenarios. To allow for a
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reliable comparison the accuracy of the estimated scene depth would have to be determined
for both approaches on the same sequence. The use of real instead of synthetic sequences
would further allow to prevent bias caused by insufficient or non-realistic texturing.

Figure 5.10.: Error in depth estimation grouped by range of the ground-truth scene depth
(blue columns) and average error in stereo-based depth estimation (if available)
for the same intervals for the Bumblebee2 and the Triclops SDK according to the
manufacturer’s specification (red columns).

5.3. Augmented Reality Suitability
This chapter aims to evaluate if optical flow-based depth map generation is able to produce
results suitable for Augmented Reality use-cases. Therefore the presented depth-from-flow
procedure is tested in real-time on real-time data. Guidelines for parametrization in AR
use-cases are developed and qualitative results of optimization strategies are discussed.

5.3.1. Dataset
For the qualitative evaluation a dedicated data set consisting of 31 complex real scenes
has been recorded. The sequences show a static automotive scenario. They contain fine
structures as well as large textureless regions and straight edges. Unlike for the synthetic
scenes, for these sequences no ground-truth data is available and the odometric information
is restricted to the vehicle’s current velocity. In consequence no quantitative error measure
can be applied. Nevertheless, the use of real imaging has considerable advantages over
the use of synthetic footage. In contrast to synthetic scenarios real sequences are able to
provide a higher degree of reality regarding texturing and lighting. Moreover they also
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include typical artifacts of real sensors such as noise or blur. Thus they provide realistic
insights into the fitness of the developed algorithm for challenging real-world AR-scenarios.
The sequences have been recorded using a Bumblebee2 stereo vision camera (Point Grey
Research [88]) with a focal length of 2.5 mm and 100◦ horizontal field of fiew. The baseline
is 12 cm. Rectified RGB images with a resolution of 512 × 384 are recorded and stored in
.avi format at approximately 15 fps. The sequences then have been evaluated within the
Testbench environment (see Chapter 4.1).
Figure 5.11 shows the setup used to capture the test sequences. The camera’s view is aligned
with the vehicle’s center axis and faces the driving direction (see Figure 5.11). It is mounted
to the windshield with the aid of a vacuum cup an a customized mount made from acrylic
glass 5 .

Figure 5.11.: In-car setup. The test sequences have been captured using a front facing stereo
camera (Bumblebee2) mounted rigidly to the windshield.

5

The mount has been manufactured using a laser cutter. The corresponding vector graphics template is
included in Appendix D
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5.3.2. Requirements and Evaluation Criteria
To allow to qualitatively evaluate the obtained results, AR-specific requirements have to
be defined. Yet literature does not provide reference points for this purpose. Hence, for
the scope of this evaluation the demands on the depth-from-flow derivation process are
defined as follows:
1. Density To realize occlusion handling, depth information for each pixel has to be
provided. This requirement motivated the decision for a differential method (see Chapter 3.4). Nevertheless, this requirement is still worth to be reconsidered. Depending
on the parameter set the optical flow algorithm can fail to fill-in undefined regions.
The depth at these locations then does not provide valid information but values close
to zero.
2. Accuracy The accuracy of the derived depth map is of particular importance in two
ways. At first, in proximity to object delimiters a precise differentiation between
occluded and non-occluded pixels has to be possible. Secondly the absolute metric
accuracy in Z-direction is also important, as this is crucial for the correct positioning
of points of interest (POIs) or other location-based augmentations.
3. Real-time Capability The system should be capable of displaying augmented overlays in real-time. According to [105] this requires a minimum frame rate of 15 frames
per second (fps). In consequence an update of the overlay has to be performed in less
then 66 ms.
On a basis of these requirements it shall be evaluated if parameter sets can be found that
enable occlusion handling for augmented overlays based on a depth-from-flow algorithm.
The evaluation aims to draw conclusions on the following three questions:
Q1: Which parameter sets provide sufficient accuracy for occlusion handling?
Q2: Which parameter sets provide sufficient efficiency for real-time overlays?
Q3: Can a configuration be found which satisfies both conditions (Q1, Q2) e.g. can a
speed-accuracy tradeoff be found?

5.3.3. Results
In the following the results of a qualitative evaluation focussing on the visual result of the
occluded augmentation are described in detail. At first general results regarding the usage
of different parameter sets are outlined. In particular questions Q1 to Q3 are addressed.
Secondly some remarks on optimization strategies are given.
General Results
Figure 5.12 depicts the rendered occlusion for one frame and a subset of possible parameter
sets, namely 10, 30 and 50 iterations on each 2 and 4 pyramid levels. The overlayed model is
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(a) 2 | 10

(b) 2 | 30

(c) 2 | 50

(d) 4 | 10

(e) 4 | 30

(f) 4 | 50

Figure 5.12.: Street with overlayed horizontal grid. Resulting occlusion visualization for a
subset of possible parameter sets (denoted as levels|iterations). For 2|10
and 2|30 only bold structures serve as occluders, whereas for 4|30 and 4|50 also
smaller structures are considered.
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a horizontal grid which is rigidly attached to the camera at (0.0, −300.0, −200.0)T . Table 5.4
summarizes the measured runtime for the corresponding parameter sets. The overlayed
grid shows, that with set 2 | 10 only bold structures such as the lantern to the right can be
detected. With an increasing amount of iterations and levels also less salient elements are
included. The sets 4 | 30 and 4 | 50 are the only parameter sets that successfully derive the
structure of the facade to the left.

runtime
[ms]

2 | 10

2 | 30

2 | 50

4 | 10

4 | 30

4 | 50

1541

4272

7054

1528

4298

6994

Table 5.4.: Measured runtime per frame for the renderings depicted in Figure 5.12. Parameter sets are denoted as levels|iterations.

Notes on optimization strategies
As pointed out above, to achieve real-time capability a speed-accuracy trade-off has to be
found. Therefore further optimization strategies have been evaluated in detail.
Reduced Amount of Iterations In 1981 Horn et al. [51] stated “a practical implementation
would use one iteration per timestep” if the optical flow was to be determined for an
continuous stream of input frames. In Section 5.1.4 it was motivated why sufficient accuracy
in the inner segment can be expected even for a small number of iterations. This section
will focus on the effect of a reduced amount of iterations on the visualization of occluded
AR-overlays. In the following a “typical” use-case with an overlayed navigational hint is
investigated. A direct comparison for 60 image pairs with an augmented arrow in traveling
direction has been carried out for 50, 30 and 10 iterations. The rendered results have been
analyzed for differences amongst each other. For 7 frames the occlusion rendering failed
using 10 iterations whereas the 30 and 50 iterations returned visually plausible results. For
6 frames slight differences between 10 and 50 iterations can be reported. For 9 of the 60
frames the occlusion visualization failed for all parameter sets. For 47 of the 60 frames no
qualitative differences between the different settings can be reported. In conclusion we can
note that for the majority of frames the occlusion handling was successful even on a small
number iterations. Nevertheless, for some frames the occlusion handling on a basis of 10
iterations fails due to regions that are not correctly filled in. Figure 5.13 shows one frame,
where this is the case. The resulting depth map of 50, 30 and 10 iterations on 4 levels is
displayed along with the resulting occlusion rendering and detailed views of the occlusion
borders.
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(a) Depth (50 iterations)

(b) Depth (30 iterations)

(c) Depth (10 iterations)

(d) Augmentation

(e) Augmentation

(f) Augmentation

(g) Augmentation (close-up) (h) Augmentation (close-up) (i) Augmentation (close-up)

Figure 5.13.: Flow-based depth map and occlusion rendering for (from left to right) 50, 30
and 10 iterations on 4 additional levels. A zoom-in of the occluded region is
shown below.
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Refinement on a subset of Pyramid Levels A further strategy to achieve real-time capability is to compute the optical flow field for a reduced resolution. The achieved flow
field can then be mapped to the resolution of the original frame. For depth estimation the
flow field of the downsampled pyramid level is appropriately scaled to the original frame
size, but the refinement step is skipped. This strategy allows to accelerate the estimation
process. If the optical flow is computed on half the resolution of the original frame size, 74%
percent of runtime can be saved compared to the flow computation on the full resolution. If
two levels are skipped the gain in runtime is 92%. Nevertheless, the lower flow resolution
leads to an increasing oversimplification of edges and loss of fine structures. Figure 5.14
illustrates this problem. We can see that a lower flow resolution causes the depth map to
contain more coarsely graduated structures (see Figure 5.14a to 5.14c). The discontinuous
depth values then cause the depth sorting to fail as vertices are incorrectly labelled as
occluded respectively disoccluded (see Figure 5.14d to 5.14i).

used?

512×384

356×192

178 × 96

89 × 48

44 × 24

X

X

X

X

X

6976

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

1795
540
221
133

runtime [ms]

Table 5.5.: Runtime per frame for the renderings depicted in Figure 5.14. A resolution
is marked as “checked” if an optical flow flied is computed for the respective
pyramid level. Iterations has been st to 50.

Fazit
A comprehensive qualitative study of the occlusion handling has been done. In particular
the characteristics of different combinations of iterations and levels regarding accuracy and
efficiency have been analyzed. The results regarding accuracy were good for the parameter
sets with iterations ≥ 30 and levels ≥ 4. Figure 5.15 shows the result of the occlusion rendering
for 50 iterations and 4 additional levels. The overall result is satisfactory regarding accuracy:
the occlusion border of the overlayed green arrow seems plausible for the human eye and
the object delimiters are met almost pixel-exact. However, the runtime for 50 iterations
is with 6976 ms per frame (6961 ms/frame for flow estimation, 15 ms/frame for depth
estimation plus rendering) not suitable for real-time applications, as the desired frame rate
is 15 fps which equals 66 ms per frame.
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(a) Depth (full resolution + 4
levels)

(b) Depth (4 levels)

(c) Depth (3 levels)

(d) Augmentation

(e) Augmentation

(f) Augmentation

(g) Augmentation (close-up) (h) Augmentation (close-up) (i) Augmentation (close-up)

Figure 5.14.: Flow-based depth map and occlusion rendering for (from left to right) the full
resolution and 4 additional levels, 4 levels without the full resolution and 3
levels without the full resolution and the first half-scaled pyramid level. A
zoom-in of the occluded region is shown below.
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Figure 5.15.: Occluded overlay (4 levels, 50 iterations) and zoom-in on the occluded region.
The result of the current depth-from-flow derivation process yields satisfying
results regarding visual accuracy but lacks real-time capability.

To determine a trade-off between speed and accuracy, further optimization strategies have
been evaluated. A reduced amount of iterations leads to a considerable gain in performance.
If simple augmentations are used the number of frames with visible differences compared to
sets with more iterations is relatively small. Nevertheless, we note an increasing number of
incorrect rendered frames (20% for 4 | 10) if 10 or less iterations are used. Further it has been
evaluated if it is possible to compute the depth map based on a flow field smaller than the
original frame size. This strategy turned out to be promising for practical implementations.
If the optical flow is computed for all levels up to half the size of the original frame, the
gain in performance is approximately 74%, whereas only a slight loss in quality occurs.

5.4. Summary
In this chapter the evaluation of the prototype developed as part of this thesis has been
described. The different steps of the processing pipeline (see Chapter 4.2) have been evaluated separately. A quantitative evaluation of the optical flow and depth estimation has been
done based on ground-truth data. Furthermore a qualitative evaluation of the occlusion
visualization has been carried out to find an AR-specific speed-accuracy trade-off. The
quantitative evaluation of the optical flow estimation has shown that the prototypical algo-
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rithm is able to cope with challenging data sets such as the Middlebury Vision Benchmark
and produces sub-pixel accurate results with an endpoint error smaller than one pixel.
However it also has to be noted, that the implemented method is outperformed by current
state-of-the-art algorithms regarding accuracy and efficency and that there is consequently
still room for improvement.
The accuracy of the estimated scene depth has been evaluated on a basis of a synthetic
scene. The optical-flow based depth estimation seems to perform well on a middle distance
range (10 m to 20 m). The retrieved results have been compared to the accuracy reported
for the Bumblebee2 stereo vision camera as it has been is specified by the manufacturer. The
results are promising as the error of optical flow based method is smaller than the error
reported for the stereo camera for mid to large distances. Nevertheless, to assure reliable
results, the comparison would have to be done using the same data set for both methods.
Due to the lack of suitable sequences containing ground-truth data, this was not possible within the scope of this thesis. The qualitative evaluation yielded a proof-of-concept.
Occlusion handling for Augmented Reality following the proposed processing pipeline
is possible. Adequate accuracy can be achieved. Nevertheless the real-time capability of
the implemented algorithm has to be further improved. Possible starting points are the
reduction of the amount of iterative refinement steps during flow estimation to a minimum
as well as the omission of the flow refinement at the full resolution of the original frame
size. These two measures would reduce the runtime from 6976 ms (4 of 4 additional levels,
50 iterations) to 1370 ms (3 of 4 additional levels, 30 iterations). Further suggestions for
improvements are made in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER

SIX
FUTURE WORK

This chapter outlines possible improvements and useful extensions of the presented method.
It further addresses potential directions for future research based on this thesis.
One soft spot of the current optical flow method is its runtime. The evaluation (see Chapter 5.3) revealed that a speed-accuracy trade-off is possible only to a limited extend. To
achieve full real-time capability further improvements are required. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the expenses for depth-from-flow derivation per frame using the favored variant (3 of 4 additional pyramid levels, 30 iterations) regarding speed and accuracy.

Figure 6.1.: Exemplary costs for depth-from-flow derivation and occlusion rendering. Parameters: 3 of 4 additional levels used, 30 iterations each, the resolution of the
used sequence was 512 × 384.
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The key problem areas are the iterative refinement for the forward and backward flow
estimates (denoted as Flow Refinement) with overall costs of 75.78% ms and the generation of
the consistency map (16.68% ms) as well as the estimation of the intensity gradients (5.83%
ms). Future improvements might aim to replace or improve the currently used algorithms.
It has to be noted that pixel-wise operations are per se expensive. The current prototype
intentionally dispensed with the implementation on th graphics processing unit (GPU).
Nevertheless the option to outsource costly per-pixel operations, such as gradient estimation has to be considered for future design decisions. The use of GPU-accelerated optical
flow calculations is promising. Parallel optical flow implementations have successfully
been used for real-time applications and a performance gain of up to 78% has been reported
for current state-of-the-art methods [107].
Though it has been shown that the precision of the optical flow estimate is already sufficient
for occlusion handling, future work might aim for further improvements regarding accuracy.
The current method still struggles to estimate the correct optical flow in regions containing
fine structures or insufficient texturing. The use of advanced penalizers as described by
recent related work (see Chapter 3.3.1) might be considered to deal with these problems.
The current prototype performs relies on the estimation of the camera’s extrinsic parameters
based on information of the vehicle’s motion. In consequence the quality of the inferred metric scene depth is directly depending on availability and accuracy of the translational and
rotational motion parameters. At the time this thesis was written, odometry incorporating
all six degrees-of-fredom (DOF) was only available for the evaluated synthetic sequences.
The real sequences used for this work incorporated only the velocity (metaio sequences)
respectively velocity plus yaw angle (EISATS sequences). Thus, the vertical translation of
the car remains unknown which leads to an incorrect estimation of the FOE in Y direction.
In consequence the current prototype evidently lacks robustness against bumps and potholes. That can occasionally result in flickering or incorrect occlusion of augmentations. The
integration of odometric readings obtained from the vehicles on-board diagnostics (OBD)
interface can provide the missing parameters and enable future improvements regarding
robustness. An additional aspect that has to be considered is the calibration of the offset
between camera and the origin of the vehicle’s coordinate system. An increase in metric
accuracy could be achieved by accurate and up-to-date camera-car-calibration.
Future research might also aim to cover cases where motion other than the ego-motion of
the vehicle is present. Motion resulting from independently moving scene objects is treated
correctly during optical flow estimation. In the subsequent steps of the pipeline, where
metric depth is inferred from the flow field and the cameras extrinsic parameters, motion
independent from the camera results in incorrect depth values. A possible approach might
be to exploit the characteristics of the FOE (see Chapter 4.4.3). Optical flow vectors caused
by independently moving objects originate from a different FOE than those of static objects
that are in apparent motion due to the camera translation. A FOE based segmentation
that excludes pixels that do not match the FOE inferred from camera motion might be a
interesting approach. This strategy might also be considered to expel outliers and improve
robustness.
Nevertheless cars moving at the same speed than the observer have per definition no
relative motion and hence do not cause optical flow (despite from their reflections). This
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characteristic seems to be a challenge for future approaches. The search for a solution might
either object to develop strategies for vision based detection of those areas or to develop
appropriate strategies that realize reasonable visualizations within areas with zero flow.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN
CONCLUSION

In this work a proof-of-concept of an optical flow-based occlusion handing procedure for
automotive Augmented Reality use-cases has been presented. A processing pipeline for
depth-from-flow derivation was introduced. RGB imagery obtained from a front facing
camera is being pair-wise processed and its apparent inter-frame motion, the so-called
optical flow, is computed. On a basis of the obtained optical flow field and the known
velocity of the vehicle a metric depth map is generated allowing for occlusion handling.
The developed prototype has been extensively evaluated to provide cues for future work.
To conclude this work some of the findings will be highlighted again.
It has been shown that optical flow-based occlusion handling for AR use-cases is generally possible. The optical flow method of Proesmans et al. [90] returns a dense flow
field which allows to derive a depth map of sufficient precision. Furthermore, the chosen
approach preserves discontinuities at object borders, enabling the generation of sharp
occlusion boundaries.
The soft spot of dense optical flow estimation in general and of the presented prototype in
particular is its runtime and thus its real-time capability. Augmented Reality is by definition
experienceable in real-time, hence requires a frame rate of at least 15 frames per second. A
comprehensive evaluation was conducted in order to determine a speed-accuracy trade-off.
Approaches for parameterization were presented focused on optimizing the occlusion result
regarding both accuracy and runtime in automotive AR use-cases. Nevertheless, with a
runtime of around one second per frame the presented prototype cannot meet the real-time
requirements yet. Current related work indicates that sufficient accuracy at an adequate
runtime can only be achieved when the costly per-pixel operations of the flow estimation
process are implemented on the GPU. As pointed out at the beginning, one of the demands
on the developed procedure is to be eligible for mobile devices. Currently the possibilities
to develop procedures performing GPU-based computations on mobile devices are limited.
This might change with the release of Nvidia’s Logan, a system on chip which has been
announced for 2014. It allows for parallel programming using CUDA (Compute Unified
Device Architecture) and will be capable of performing GPU-based general-purpose computations [101]. Therefore, for future research a GPU-accelerated version of the current
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prototype might be worthy of further considerations.
Ultimately, I would like to summarize the depth-from-flow derivation for occlusion handling in Augmented Reality navigation systems as an approach that certainly has potential.
However, to achieve marketability, two major challenges need to be addressed. Firstly, the
technical weaknesses, which were mentioned earlier, have to be solved. Secondly, route
guidance systems are the direct interface between digital information and the driver and
are thus highly safety relevant. In consequence, explicit user-centric questions will have to
be faced. The provision of correct occlusion handling allows for discussing questions such
as how and in which way, can AR navigation systems be improved via proper occlusion of
virtual by real objects. The accessibility of the scene depth allows to deduce properties such
as positioning and visual appearance of the augmentations from the scene structure. Such
semantic issues related to view management can disclose new directions for future research
in the field of Human-Computer-Interaction.
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APPENDIX

A
VARIABLES AND NOTATIONS

General Notation
u, v, w, X, Y, Z...
v, u, X, Y...
A, B, ...
∂a
∂b

scalars
vectors
matrices
derivate of a with respect to b

Dedicated Variables
P, p
t, δt
V
v
u, v
I
∇I
Ix , Iy , It
T
Tx , Ty , Tz
Ω
k, k × k
n
fx , fy
P

threedimensional scene point (R3 ) and corresponding image location (R2 )
point in time and increment between two time stamps
velocity in 3D space
image velocity, optical flow (R2 )
horizontal and vertical flow velocities
image intensity fuction (I : R3 7→ R)
intensity gradient
spatial and temporal intensity derivates
translation vector (R3 )
translation in 3D space
rotation matrix (3 × 3 ∈ SO(3) : det(Ω) = 1; Ωt Ω = Id)
size of a quadratic pixel neighborhood
current iteration step
horizontal and vertical focal length
principal point

Further Notations
λ
η
φ
γ
div
σ

smoothness weight
maximum pixel displacement
matching function (φ : Rk × Rk 7→ R)
gamma function
divergence of a vector field
standard deviation
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
AR
HuD
GPS
GPU
CPU
SfM
DOF
FOE
TTC
GT
TV
(A)AE
(A)EE
SD
HDR
POI
EISATS
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Augmented Reality
Head-up Display
Global Positioning System
Graphics Processing Unit
Central Processing Unit
Structure from Motion
Degree of Freedom
Focus of Expansion
Time-to-Contact
Ground Truth
Total Variation
(Average) Angular Error
(Average) Endpoint Error
Standard Deviation
High Dynamic Range
Point of Interest
.enpeda..Image Sequence Analysis Test Site

APPENDIX

B
SEQUENCES

In the following an overview of the imagery used for this work is provided.

B.1. Middlebury Optical Flow Benchmark
This Section lists the sequences of the Middlebury Vision Benchmark that have been used
for the quantitative evaluation (see Chapter 5.1). The first and second reference frame as
well as the ground truth motion field (if available) are shown. Further brief summary of
the scene’s characteristics are included. The sequences can be downloaded from http:
//vision.middlebury.edu/flow/data/ and more detailed descriptions can be found
in [9].
Hidden Texture (4 Evaluation / 3 Training)
Resolution: 584×388
Characteristics: Non-rigid motion caused by several independently moving objects, various
realistic photometric effects (e.g. shadows and specularities) and a detailed geometric
structure with thin structures. Some sequences incorporate textureless regions or lowcontrast foreground/background transitions. Occluded regions with undefined flow (crosschecking failed) are marked as unknown (black).
Motion: 4 pixels (“Army”), up to 10 pixels (other sequences)
Synthetic (3 Evaluation / 4 Training )
Resolution: 640×480, except “Yosemite” (316×252)
Characteristics: Challenging synthetic outdoor scenes containing significant complex occlusion and 3D textures (”Grove” set) as well as slightly reflective surfaces (“Urban” set). The
sets both include translational as well as rotational camera motion. Furthermore substantial
parallax and motion discontinuities are included.
Furthermore, the “Yosemite” sequence, which has been originally provided by L. Quam
and D. Heeger in 1987 [47], has been included to the Evaluation Set to allow a comparison
to work prior to the publication of the Middlebury Optical Flow Benchmark.
Motion: 20 to 35 pixels
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Modified Stereo (1 Evaluation / 1 Training)
Resolution:420×380
Characteristics: The modified stereo data set shows a complex static scene undergoing
purely rigid motion. It contains significant occlusions and motion discontinuities. The
sequences are modified versions of the Middlebury Stereo Benchmark and hence allow for
a direct comparison to stereo algorithms.

B.1.1. Training Set

Name: Dimetrodon
Resolution: 584×388
Type: Hidden Texture
ground-truth available

Name: Rubberwhale
Resolution: 584×388
Type: Hidden Texture
ground-truth available

Name: Hydrangea
Resolution: 584×388
Type: Hidden Texture
ground-truth available
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Name: Urban2
Resolution: 640×480
Type: Synthetic
ground-truth available

Name: Urban3
Resolution: 640×480
Type: Synthetic
ground-truth available

Name: Grove2
Resolution: 640×480
Type: Synthetic
ground-truth available

Name: Grove3
Resolution: 640×480
Type: Synthetic
ground-truth available

Name: Venus
Resolution: 420×380
Type: Stereo
ground-truth available
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B.1.2. Evaluation Set
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Name: Mequon
Resolution: 584×388
Type: Hidden Texture

Name: Army
Resolution: 584×388
Type: Hidden Texture

Name: Schefflera
Resolution: 584×388
Type: Hidden Texture

Name: Wooden
Resolution: 584×388
Type: Hidden Texture

Name: Urban
Resolution: 640×480
Type: Synthetic

Name: Grove
Resolution: 640×480
Type: Synthetic

Name: Yosemite
Resolution: 316×252
Type: Synthetic

Name: Teddy
Resolution: 420×380
Type: Stereo

B.2. EISATS

B.2. EISATS
The .enpeda..Image Sequence Analysis Test Site (EISATS), accessible via http://www.mi.
auckland.ac.nz/ offers a large database of automotive sequences for the evaluation
of stereo vision, motion analysis as well as optical flow evaluation. For the evaluation
presented in Chapter 5.1 the synthesized stereo sequences, that are referred to as “SET 2” on
the website and presented in [113] have been used. For those sequences the ground truth
optical flow for the left camera image is available.

Name: S1
Resolution: 420×380
ground truth available

Name: S2
Resolution: 420×380
ground truth available
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B.3. Real Sequences
As part of this thesis a number of realistic automotive sequences have been captures
using a Bumblebee2 stereo vision camera by Point Grey Research. Set up and data set are
described in detail in Section 5.3. The data sheet of the stereo camera can be accessed online
via http://ww2.ptgrey.com/stereo-vision/bumblebee-2. The stereo calibration
file is comprised with the supplementary material.

Name: Straight Drive Name: Parking Cars
Resolution: 512×384
Resolution: 512×384
Speed: 8 km/h
Speed: 8 km/h

Name: Parking Cars 2 Name: Smoking
Resolution: 512×384 Resolution: 512×384
Speed: 8 km/h
Speed: 8 km/h

Name: Bend
Resolution: 512×384
Speed: 8 km/h

Name: Indirect Light Name: Gateway
Resolution: 512×384 Resolution: 512×384
Speed: 10 km/h
Speed: 10 km/h
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Name: Back Light
Resolution: 512×384
Speed: 8 km/h

APPENDIX

C
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In the following a list of the supplementary material comprised with this thesis is given.
The material is available from the included DVD. The supplied videos can also be accessed
online via http://cip.ifi.lmu.de/˜koelle/thesis/.

C.1. Thesis
./
./thesis_koelle.pdf
./supplements.txt

This document in .pdf format
List of supplementary material (DVD)

C.2. Capturing and Camera Calibration
/Camera/
./stereoCalibration_bumblebee2.cal
./cameraMount.svg
./data_sheet.pdf

Bumblebee2 Stereo Calibration
Vector Graphics for the Laser Cutter
Bumblebee2 Data Sheet

/Camera/Sextant
./cameraCalibration_standard.xml
./cameraCalibration_bumblebee2.xml

Standard Sextant Calibration
Bumblebee2 Sextant Calibration

C.3. Sequences
/Sequences/
./[sequencename].avi
./[sequencename]_disparity.bin

RGB imagery
Stereo disparity (binary)
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C.4. Evaluation Results
/Evaluation/Middlebury/[levels]_[iterations]/[sequence]/
./[frameNr]_flow.bmp
./[frameNr].flo
./[frameNr]_aae.bmp
./[frameNr]_aee.bmp

Optical flow (color coding)
Optical flow (binary)
Avg. angular error (greyvalue mapping)
Avg. endpoint error (greyvalue mapping)

/Evaluation/EISATS/[sequence]/[levels]_[iterations]/
./[frameNr]_flow.bmp
./[frameNr].flo
./[frameNr]_aae.bmp
./[frameNr]_aee.bmp

Optical Flow (color coding)
Optical flow (Binary)
Avg. angular error (greyvalue mapping)
Avg. endpoint error (greyvalue mapping)

/Evaluation/metaio/
./General/..
./Pyramids/..
./Iterations/..

Results of the general test
Results of the pyramids test
Results of the iterations test

C.5. Videos
/Videos/
./video1.avi
./video1_desired.avi
./video2.avi
./video3.avi
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Attached grid (original framerate)
Attached grid (targeted framerate)
Animated augmentation
Final and intermediate results

APPENDIX

D
SETUP

The following section contains additional documentary material of the setup that was used
to capture the test sequences.

Figure D.2.: Different views of the camera mounted to the windshield.
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D. Setup

Figure D.3.: Vector graphics for laser cutting. All measures are in mm.
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